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ABSTRACT
This thesis means to examine food complexity, diacritical feasting, and
Distinction through documentary and archaeological evidence, in order to follow
social marking in Shields’ Tavern and W etherburn’s Tavern - 18th century
establishments in Williamsburg, Virginia - where historians and anthropologists
have clearly documented class conflict and marking. This paper’s focus on class
distinction adds to the previous understanding of these tavern sites and the way
they functioned in 18th century Williamsburg society, providing a look into how
individuals consumed food and used it to control social situations. The main
sources for this paper include: the Virginia Gazette, 18th century Virginian laws,
excerpts from diaries, and the archaeological records of Wetherburn’s Tavern
and Shields’ Tavern. These sources demonstrate the ways in which tavern
owners used advertising and the presentation of food in order to encourage elite
customers to attend their taverns, and how groups of gentlemen excluded those
of lesser means from participating in the social ceremony involved in attending
taverns and used taverns to build a social structure during a time of political
turmoil, thus creating a social barrier between classes.
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Introduction

During the last two decades of the 20th century, as archaeological and
anthropological theory moved towards a focus on “post-processual” theory defined as a way of interpreting the past by focusing on context, the agentive
nature of individuals, and the subjective nature of making meaning of history many anthropologists focused on the ways that past individuals actively
controlled class structures (Johnson 2010:102-110). Since this move towards
post-processual theory, anthropologists and archaeologists have employed food
consumption as a medium through which to examine past individuals’ active
attempts to control their surrounding social situations (Douglas 1984). Due to the
exceptional amount of food and alcohol consumption and the extra-curricular
activities that took place in taverns in the past, archaeologists and
anthropologists attempted to map out the relationship between social structures
and food consumption in these establishments (Smith 2008:64).
This paper analyzes the social structures of 18th century Williamsburg,
Virginia taverns through the use of documentary resources and archaeological
data. The theoretical perspectives of Pierre Bourdieu (1984), Mary Douglas
(1984), and Michael Dietler (2003) act as a framework for this paper. The main
sources for this paper include: the Virginia Gazette1, 18th century Virginian laws,
excerpts from personal diaries including those of William Byrd II" and Philip J.
Fithian, and the ceramic assemblages of W etherburn’s Tavern and Shields’
Tavern'". These sources demonstrate the ways in which tavern owners used
1

advertisements and the presentation of food to encourage elite customers to
attend their taverns. Additionally, these sources reveal that by excluding those of
lesser means from participating in the ritualistic activity common in taverns, elite
gentlemen used taverns to build a social structure during a time of political
turmoil, thus creating a social barrier between classes. During the 18th century,
colonists still grappled with their identity, as they adapted and grew with their
homeland (Yentsch 1990). Taverns, as important social establishments, reflected
the ways in which men acted out their roles during this time of political conflict.
As class is a slippery construct, one must understand the ways in which the
study of class has changed over time. Recently, the concept of class has been
broadened from a general, static, and objective entity, to an ever-changing
relational ladder (Wurst 2006).
This thesis will examine food complexity, diacritical feasting, and
Distinction through documentary and archaeological evidence, focusing on the
information available for Shields’ Tavern and W etherburn’s Tavern, 18th century
establishments in Williamsburg, Virginia where historians and anthropologists
have clearly documented class conflict and marking. Although past studies have
previously explored Shields’ and W etherburn’s archaeological and historical
information, this paper’s focus on class distinction will add to the understanding
of these sites and the way they functioned in 18th century Williamsburg society.
Past studies conducted on colonial Williamsburg taverns have mainly used
archaeological, historical, and architectural information for the purposes of
2

reconstruction, as opposed to interpretation. Past studies (Clarke 1983, Bragdon
1988, Rockman 1984, Rothschild 1984, Salinger 2002, Smith 2008) on taverns in
general have demonstrated that due to the exceptional amount of food and
alcohol consumption, and the extra-curricular activities that took place in taverns
in the past, these establishments encouraged patrons to interact with each other
in extraordinary ways. This study is important because it provides a look into
how individuals consumed food and used it to control social situations, using the
previously conducted research on taverns in general to expand upon the
research that has been conducted on 18th century Williamsburg taverns, creating
a deeper understanding of human interaction in Williamsburg taverns. The main
argument of this paper is that taverns in central areas such as 18th century
Williamsburg facilitated and enhanced the separation of social class, and that
during a time of political turmoil, taverns catered to elites’ demand for an
individualized atmosphere, providing elite members of the society with the means
to partake in selective hospitality, thus creating a physical and symbolic barrier
between economic and social classes in the city.
Past studies conducted on social organization and occupational
differences reflected in material culture within taverns are important across
disciples. For example, Peter Clarke (1983) painted the social atmosphere of an
English tavern or alehouse as one that promoted a private form of exchange,
acting as a factor in the development of urban spaces in England and North
America. Likewise, in 2002, Sharon Salinger examined taverns as places where
3

men met formally or informally to share ideas. Salinger presented the tavern as
an establishment where men ostentatiously expressed themselves (Salinger
2002 ).

Diana Rockman and Nan Rothschild (1984) conducted a study that
compared archaeological assemblages of city taverns with those of rural taverns.
This study showed that the word “tavern” described establishments that served
many different purposes, and depending on these taverns’ locations and clientele
their archaeological assemblages and histories may differ drastically. Kathleen
Bragdon (1988) studied tavern probate inventories in order to display
occupational differences, employing both documentary research and
archaeological research in order to demonstrate that tavern sites have a
signature assemblage as compared to other archaeological sites.
Finally, Megan Victor (2010) presented the tavern of Smuttynose on the
Isles of Shoals as a place on the peripheral of social organization, and as an
establishment where people crossed social boundaries and created for
themselves personas which reached beyond the oppression of the law. Victor
uses Michael Dietler’s diacritical feasts approach to study taverns, arguing that
the consumption of alcohol and food in a tavern forms a social network between
individuals that one can view in a similar way as Dietler views feasts as
negotiations of power.

4

Drawing from, and reevaluating past tavern studies, this paper focuses on
the materiality of class conflict as it is expressed in tavern culture and material
culture by firstly examining theoretical approaches, presenting: Mary Douglas’
examination of food complexity, Michael Dietler’s diacritical feasting, and Pierre
Bourdieu’s Distinction. Next, this paper reviews the history of Shields’ Tavern and
W etherburn’s Tavern, demonstrating the function of taverns during 18th century
Williamsburg. After presenting the methodological process of this paper, the
documentary evidence from the Virginia Gazette, Virginia laws, diary excerpts
and archaeological materials are interpreted and presented to the reader. Lastly,
a conclusion reiterates the ways in which taverns functioned to create and
maintain social boundaries.

5

Theoretical Approach

One of the most important aspects of tavern culture was food, and its
presentation. Mary Douglas’ (1984) concept of food complexity acted as an
influential model used by theorists to study the sharing, consumption, and
presentation of food. This model demonstrates the ways in which groups of
people used food consumption to communicate social status. Douglas argues
that food consumption acts as a medium for registering information about social
categories, writing: “ It is disingenuous to pretend that food is not one of the
media of social exclusion” (1984:30). Thus, the complexity of food consumption
and the ceremony surrounding its consumption increases as social categories
become more complex (Douglas 1984:20). Additionally, Douglas demonstrates
that people consciously use food as a way to communicate status. According to
Douglas, people make changes in the complexity of food intentionally in order to
create a system of signs and symbols, and cultures exclude those who decline to
consume food in the expected way (Douglas 1984:21). Thus, Douglas portrays
food as an important medium constantly manipulated by individuals in order to
communicate status. Douglas’ idea that socially contrived patterns dictate the
ways in which groups consume food demonstrates that in the social setting of a
tavern, individuals must follow the rules of consumption in order for tavern
members to achieve acceptance.
Douglas presents two ways in which individuals share food: through
inclusive hospitality or through select hospitality. Inclusive hospitality is a process
6

of food consumption based on the open sharing of food. Select hospitality, on the
other hand, is used to demonstrate social success through culinary activities
(Douglas 1984:30). This paper expands on the concept of select hospitality,
arguing that while the atmosphere of taverns catered to several different classes,
the activities in which these classes participated, and the ways in which tavernkeepers catered to certain classes created barriers between people of different
statuses. According to Douglas, when elites participate in selective hospitality,
they competitively serve and consume high costing cuisine, causing those who
cannot afford to consume in the same fashion to drop out of the social circle
(1984:30).
Bourdieu’s Distinction adds another dimension to the study of social status
in taverns. Bourdieu argues that elites often use “taste” and judgments about
taste as ways to demonstrate a fundamental difference between a distinguished
mind and a “vulgar” mind (1984). According to Bourdieu, an elite class employs
what they consider a “cultural” advantage as a way to demonstrate their higher
position in society. Thus, a privileged class of peoples see themselves as having
different culture than those less privileged; and in an attempt to demonstrate and
maintain these roles, elites use and display items of distinction (1984:191). Elites
maintain these distinctions by updating their vogue possessions frequently, and
displaying goods that are too expensive and/or new for others to possess.
Parents, family members, and those of the same social economic standing pass
these ideals regarding taste onto the next generation in order to maintain a social
7

divide, thus these ideas regarding class are ingrained in individuals at a young
age (Bourdieu 1984:192). Therefore, in the same way that Douglas demonstrates
that food is a medium through which one can study social change, the concept of
Distinction, when applied to food consumption, demonstrates the way that elites
separated themselves from others through the use of vogue items.
Bourdieu’s examination of food presentation and consumption asserts that
the working-class participates in a “free and easy” way of eating that might
include using the same plate for several different courses or sharing a spoon.
The bourgeoisie on the other hand, follow a different form of consumption
ceremony that includes separation of food, sanitation, and moderate
consumption. This is similar to Anne Yentsch’s findings regarding the differences
between the middle class and elites of colonial America. Yentsch’s (1990) study
of 18th century Chesapeake ceramics asserted that change in ceramics occurred
slowly and that the elite first appropriated vogue ceramics before other members
of society utilized them.
Thus, when colonial Virginians appropriated the Georgian style of
England, elites adapted this trend before other members of society. While
working-class individuals still consumed food in their traditional folk manner using communal bowls, eating stews, and sharing forks - elites demonstrated
their expendable funds by using individualized ceramics and cutlery for dining.
Those with less economic standing could have adopted this trend as
individualized ceramics became more available, but once individual ceramics
8

became a widespread theme, elites demonstrated their own value in new ways
(Yentsch 1990:27). Yentsch’s study demonstrates that while observing the social
change that occurred in the past is difficult, the study of foodways and their
associated activities is an appropriate way to understand how elites used social
domains to create and maintain their status.
Finally, Michael Dietler defines commensal politics as the ways in which
food and drink are shared and consumed during a negotiation of power, stating
that the sharing of food is a form of gift exchange that creates a special
relationship between the host and guest (2003:272). This examination of food as
used to create and maintain power lines expands on Douglas’ idea and furthers
Bourdieu’s concept of Distinction, relating the theory to foodways. As Victor
argues, since Dietler portrays alcohol as a “social fact” to be viewed as
“embodied material culture,” one can view its consumption as a symbolic tool and
social apparatus used to negotiate social and economic relations (2012:21).
Dietler’s concept of the “diacritical feast” - defined as the use of differentiated
cuisine and customs surrounding the consumption of food and drinking in order
to reify concepts of social distinctions (2003:272) - demonstrates that the in
establishments where food and drinking were ceremonial, people used ritualized
activities to reinforce social statuses.
The combination of Bourdieu’s, Dietler’s, and Douglas’ theoretical
approaches reveal that the sharing and serving of food and alcohol in taverns is
an organized form of food consumption that transcends everyday eating and
9

becomes a social event. Thus, tavern-going is a complex ritual-like activity that
speaks strongly to the culture to which it pertains. Dietler’s definition of diacritical
feasts demonstrates that the type of food consumption and drinking that took
place in taverns can easily be likened to “feast[s that] deviate from everyday
consumption” (Douglas 1984:22). Douglas’ concept of food consumption coupled
with Dietler’s idea of the feast reveal that one can examine the social
relationships that took place in taverns through the study of the foodways
domain, as this domain relates to tavern life. Additionally, since ceramics are a
secondary segment of the larger food domain (Douglas 1984), the analysis of
ceramics is relevant to an understanding of social marking and conflict in taverns.

10

History of Shields’ Tavern and W etherburn’s Tavern

Taverns functioned as both social outlets for clientele and necessities for
travelers (Clarke 1983: 2), holding an important role in the economy and social
life in Anglo-American society. However, during the 18th century, taverns were
scarce in rural areas (Gibbs 1968:3). In the mid-18th century, the English
clergyman Reverend Andrew Burnaby wrote of traveling in Virginia: “my
accommodations this evening were extremely bad; I had been wet to the skin in
the afternoon; and at the miserable plantation in which I had taken shelter, I
could get no fire; nothing to eat or drink but pure water; and not even a blanket to
cover me” (Gibbs 1968:4). Reverend Burnaby continued by complaining about
the rats that pestered him during his sleep. This quote demonstrates the mid-18th
century need for taverns as resting spots that provided food, lodging, and a fairly
clean place to sleep. While the English government attempted to rectify this issue
by mandating the presence of taverns in every town (Brown et al.:1990:14), rural
taverns were still hard to find by the mid-18th century.

Nevertheless, by the mid-1700s, about seven licensed taverns existed in
Williamsburg, including Shields’ Tavern and W etherburn’s Tavern,
establishments located on Duke of Gloucester Street, the main street in 18th
century Williamsburg. Shields’ Tavern was located on Block 9, Lots 25 and 26,
while W etherburn’s Tavern was located on Block 9, Lots 20 and 21IV. Figure 1,
“The Frenchman’s Map”v, reveals the overall layout of Duke of Gloucester Street
as a whole, providing a close up view of Block 9 and showing the location of
11

Shields’ Tavern and W etherburn’s Tavern. Figure 2 demonstrates the ways that
Block 9 changed during the 1700s. These figures reveal the proximity of both
Shields’ Tavern and W etherburn’s Tavern to The Capitol.
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Places Lots 20 and 21 (We
Tavern) and Lots 25 and 26 (Marot’s/Shields’ Tavern) (Brown et. al
1990:10)

Due to the fact that a tavern’s success often came from the tavernkeepers reputation, this paper delves into an exploration of the operators of
Shields’ Tavern and W etherburn’s Tavern. This exploration reveals the ways in
which tavern-keepers attempted to use their prominence in society to attract
elites. A comparison of James Shields’ and his predecessor, Jean Marot,
demonstrates the type of influence tavern-keepers possessed over the popularity
of their establishments.
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Shields’ Tavern’s occupation dates are broken into two general
timeframes: the early tavern period (from 1708 to 1738) when Jean Marot
operated the tavern and the late tavern period (from 1738 to 1751) when James
Shields operated the tavern. Jean Marot, a French Huguenot immigrant, arrived
in Virginia in 1700. Due to the fact that the English Refugee Fund paid for his
journey to Virginia (Brown et al. 1990:47), it is probable that he arrived in the
colony with more money than other immigrants. This economic advantage
provided Marot with the funds to maintain a tavern that gave elite customers the
finest experience. Furthermore, as a member of a large plantation household at
Westover, Marot possessed a strong awareness of food preferences, serving
procedures, and sources of provisions (Brown et al. 1990:47). With his
advantage and knowledge of food, Marot cultivated a reputation as a successful
man in Virginia, and in 1708 he became Constable of the City of Williamsburg.
He likely used his position of power and knowledge of the law to his economic
advantage, by bending tavern regulations to better fit his needs (Brown et al.
1990:47).
Jean Marot bought Lot 25 in either 1707 or 1708. He paid £50, less than
half of the price that William Byrd paid for Lot 24. This difference suggests the
presence of very few buildings on Lot 25 at the time of purchase. Thus, Marot
controlled the layout and design of the buildings on Lot 25 (Brown et al. 1985:
20). As demonstrated by archaeological and architectural evidence, Marot added
several buildings on Lot 25 during the years he owned it. Archaeological
14

evidence from the 1954 excavations of this Lot demonstrates that “Building A,” a
structure without a basement, fronting Duke of Gloucester Street, and located in
the middle of Lot 25 predates foundations of a larger structure directly to the east
of “Building A.” Marot supervised the building of this eastern addition, as an
addition to “Building A,” and these two buildings were probably adjoined by1750
by Shields. Additionally, Marot added sheds to the rear of both of these
structures (Gibbs 1986:3). Figure 3 reveals the external appearance of Marot’s
Tavern, placing the added sheds, and revealing that the tavern was composed of
two hall-and-parlor structures connected by a large central double chimney.

Figure 3. Drawing Depicting the External Appearance of Marot’s/Shields’
Tavern (Brown et al. 1990:6)

When Marot died in 1717 Marot’s widow, Anne, and her new husband,
Timothy Sullivant, operated the tavern. Anne kept the tavern until 1738, at which
point she transferred management to John Taylor who kept the tavern for a few
15

years. When Anne died in 1740, her three girls received her share of the tavern.
Anne’s daughter, also named Anne, married James Shields around this time
(Gibbs 1986:3).
James Shields operated the tavern on Lots 25 and 26 from 1740-1750.
The majority of the time that Shields operated this tavern he also lived in the
tavern building. Shields owned plantations on Mill Swamp and at Skimino, and
spilt his 25 slaves among the two plantations and his tavern. Since Shields, his
wife, and his children resided in the tavern, the entire family would have
participated in tavern related work. Thus, three or four slaves with the help of the
household members sufficiently ran the tavern. Enslaved women, as opposed to
men, probably conducted the tavern work, due to the domestic nature of the
labor (Gibbs 1986:2). When James Shields died in 1750 his wife kept the tavern.
She married Henry Wetherburn in 1751, and Wetherburn advertised the tavern
for lease in the Virginia Gazette on August 8, 1751 (Hunter August 8, 1751:3).
Then, Wetherburn leased the tavern to Daniel Fisher (Gibbs 1986:32). Fisher
advertised the tavern as the “English Coffee House,” perhaps in an attempt to
create an aura of elitism around the tavern. Soon he had “several difficulties and
impediments in the Business,” (Brown et al. 1986: 17) forcing him to give the
tavern up. After 1752, the building no longer functioned as a tavern.
Based on the general arrangement of colonial Virginian taverns, Gibbs
(1986) presented a comprehensive layout of the tavern on Lots 25 and 26. The
establishment had several private and public rooms including: a private parlor
16

furnished similarly to the private Bull Head Room at W etherburn’s Tavern, a
small lower room meant for public lodging, the bar, The Garden Room, and The
Billiard Room (Gibbs 1986:7-8). Gibbs (1986) also examined the probate
inventories of Marot’s Tavern and Shields’ Tavern. Both the inventories were
recorded a short time after Marot and Shields died. Marot died before midNovember of 1717 and an inventory was recorded sometime during the year of
1718. Shields died between September 17 and November 19, 1750, but an
inventory of his tavern was not taken until about a year later (Gibbs 1986:5).
Appendix A presents the inventories of Marot’s tavern and Shields’ Tavern
(Appendix A, Tables 1-2).
W etherburn’s Tavern resided on the south side of Duke of Gloucester
Street, on Lots 20 and 21. In 1709, Richard Bland owned Lots 20 and 21 and a
store in Williamsburg. Bland was an extremely prestigious member of society,
acting as a member of the House of Burgesses, as the clerk of Prince George
County, as a vestryman of Burton Parish, and as a member of the Board of
Visitors of The College of William & Mary. William Byrd II writes in his diary that
he stayed the night with Bland several times. The establishment that Byrd writes
of was probably not a tavern, but instead a place frequented by elite figures of
society. No records exist that verify the fact that these events took place in the
soon-to-be tavern on Lots 20 and 21. However, since by 1716 records show that
Bland lived on Lots 20 and 21 (Stephenson 1965:5), when Byrd writes of staying
with Bland, logically the building in which he stayed was located on Lots 20 and
17

21. In 1716, Lots 20 and 21 were sold to Nathaniel Harrison. Documents do not
indicate how these lots were used during the time that Harrison possessed them.
Henry Wetherburn first came to Williamsburg, Virginia in 1731. During this
year Wetherburn obtained an ordinary license in the city, which he renewed
annually. Sometime between July 1730 and June 1731, Wetherburn married
Mary, the widow of tavern-keeper Henry Bowcock. Wetherburn assumed
operation of Bowcock’s Tavern, and by 1736, Wetherburn was well-known for his
tavern-keeping. In 1738, Wetherburn purchased the Lots 20 and 21. Records
dating to before the mid-1700s show that by this time W etherburn’s Tavern was
located on Lots 20 and 21 (Stephenson 1965:2). An ad in the Virginia Gazette
provides a description of W etherburn’s as it appeared January 23, 1746 stating:
“the dwelling house, Out houses, Store Houses, &c in the main Street opposite to
Mr. W etherburn’s in Williamsburg, (the most convenient Spot in this City for
Trade, and a well accustomed Store,) [...] will be exposed to publick Sale ...”
(Parks January 23, 1746:3). Several ads in the Virginia Gazette demonstrate that
during the year of 1752 W etherburn’s Tavern was fully operational. By November
of 1752, John Doncastle became proprietor in W etherburn’s stead and continued
as tavern-keeper until 1755 (Stephenson 1965:17). During this time the
whereabouts of Wetherburn are unknown. However, according to York County
records, it appears that Wetherburn was using his free time to recover a large
number of debts owed to him. Generally, he was successful; and records dating
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to 1757 demonstrate that by that year Wetherburn operated the tavern on Lots
20 and 21 again (Hunter April 22, 1757:4).
When Wetherburn died between July 15, 1760 and December 15, 1760
his estate valued at £2084.7.3 1A After subtracting his debts, his wife still
inherited £1111.12.11. W etherburn’s probate inventory revealed the overall
layout of his tavern, as shown in Figure 4. The most notable room: The Bull Head
Room was meant for private use (Gibbs 1986:7), and W etherburn’s inventory as
shown in Appendix A demonstrates that this room was lavishly decorated
(Appendix A: Table 3, W etherburn’s Inventory). After Wetherburn died, his
nephew, Edward Nicholson inherited Lots 20 and 21. However, Edward died
soon after Henry Wetherburn, leaving Benjamin Weldon and Fleming Bates to
control the property. During the 1760s, James Southall began to lease the
tavern from Weldon. By 1763, documents show that Southall operated some
form of a tavern in Williamsburg. By 1767, an advertisement dating to June 11,
1767 in the Gazette places Southall’s Tavern on Lots 20 and 21, (Stephenson
1965:29). Robert Anderson took over Southall’s establishment on February 28,
1771, as advertised in the Virginia Gazette (Rind February 28, 1771:3).
Documents show that Anderson paid Weldon half a year’s rent for Lots 20 and
21 twice in 1771 and continued doing the same twice annually from 1771 to 1776
(Stephenson 1965:34). Anderson kept the tavern open until 1779; and the tavern
appears to have been operated during the Revolutionary War, although

19

Anderson was Captain of a company militia during this time (Stephenson
1965:38).
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M ethodology

In order to analyze food complexity, diacritical feasting, and Distinction as
enacted at Shields’ Tavern and W etherburn’s Tavern, this paper employs 43
advertisements from the Virginia Gazette dating from the 1730s up to the start of
the Revolutionary War. These advertisements from the Gazette were categorized
based on what the subscriber specifically advertised. When a tavern was
advertised as “open for lodging” the printed date of the ad, the name of the
tavern mentioned, the activity mentioned, any people mentioned, and the
description of the tavern was recorded. Out of the 43 advertisements analyzed
regarding taverns, 19 advertisements stated that a specific tavern was open for
lodging, followed by a brief description of the tavern. Each description in the
Virginia Gazette states the quality of the tavern and its accommodations.
However, some ads extend beyond a mundane description, and paint a luxurious
picture of the specific tavern advertised. The use of words such as “gentlemen”
and “private” demonstrate an active attempt by the subscribers or tavern-keepers
to present their taverns as establishments for the elite. These keywords also
have undertones of exclusion and separation. Table 1 in Appendix B reveals
these trends (Appendix B: Table 1, Virginia Gazette Advertisements for Open
Taverns). Tavern-keepers reserved private lodgings for men of power and wealth
(Brown et al.: 1990:14), so the mention of private lodging may demonstrate a
want on the tavern-keepers part to attract a wealthy clientele who could afford
such luxuries.
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Additionally, the advertisements in the Virginia Gazette demonstrated that
oftentimes organized activities, such as balls, took place in taverns in accordance
with special events in the area. For example, on March 5, 1752 Wetherburn
advertised a recurring ball to be held at his tavern that aligned with the meeting
of the General Assembly (Hunter March 5, 1752:4). Fourteen of the 43
advertisements examined in the Virginia Gazette announced activities scheduled
to take place at the subscribers’ taverns. Table 2 in Appendix B records these
activities. Tavern advertisements that promoted events such as plays, balls, or
parties tended to mention “gentlemen” or men who were part of an elite group
such as the General Assembly. These ads refer to “gentlemen” or important
groups of people, signifying the exclusivity of special events held at taverns
(Appendix B: Table 2, Advertisements Published in the Virginia Gazette Relating
to Events Held in Taverns).
Additionally, this paper examines Virginia laws from the 18th century
regarding taverns, revealing the legal and ceremonial negotiations involved in
tavern routines. Hening’s Statutes at Large (2009) provides transcripts of all the
legislations made in Virginia from 1619 to 1792. This paper focuses on 18th
century Virginian laws regulating taverns and activities that oftentimes took place
in taverns. Laws that regulated taverns often prohibited certain members of
society from participating in tavern activities. Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix B reveal
the major trends in the Virginia laws pertaining to taverns and track the changing
perceptions of taverns’ roles in society (Appendix B, Tables 3-4).
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These documentary sources are supplemented by diary entries and letters
dating to the to the colonial time period. Specifically, an examination of the
journal of Philip V. Fithian, a tutor to the Carter children of Carter’s Grove,
provides a look at the way that a man of middle status perceived taverns and the
“merriment” that occurred inside of them. “The Journal and Letters of Philip
Vickers Fithian, 1773-1774: A Planation Tutor of the Old Dominion” presents
Fithian’s journal entries and letters, revealing his conception of gambling,
drinking, balls, and tavern life. The diary entries of William Byrd II and letters
written by prominent colonial figures also add to the investigation of tavern life.
Finally, this paper uses the minimum vessel count, also known as the
minimum number of vessels (MNV) to examine ceramic assemblages of both
Shields’ Tavern and W etherburn’s Tavern. MNV’s describe the minimum number
of the original ceramic objects that can account for the ceramic sherds present in
the archaeological assemblage (Voss and Allen 2010:1). Since people use
vessels, not sherds (Voss and Allen 2010:2), the minimum vessel count reveals a
clearer look at the way in which ceramics were used during their time in the living
world. Thus, the use of minimum vessel counts can provide insight on social
behaviors such as purchasing patterns (Voss and Allen 2010:1). The use of
minimum vessel counts in this study allows for intrasite and intersite comparative
studies because the use of minimum vessel counts somewhat eliminates the
biases that can occur through post-depositional and depositional breakage (Voss
and Allen 2010:8). Thus, the use of the minimum vessels counts when analyzing
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the ceramic assemblages from Shields’ Tavern and Wetherburn’s Tavern allows
this paper to compare the taverns throughout their occupations and provides the
archaeologist with a way in which to analyze ceramics at both a functional and
symbolic level (Yentsch 1990:25).
Colonial W illiamsburg’s Department of Archaeological Research, under
the supervision of Marley R. Brown III, excavated Shields’ Tavern during the
years of 1985 and 1986. Colonial W illiamsburg’s Department of Archaeological
Research provided the ceramic data examined in this paper. Additionally, the
ceramic data pertaining to Shields’ Tavern is available online to the public.
Laboratory technicians Leslie McFaden and Sue Alexandrowic previously
conducted the minimum vessel counts for both the early tavern period and the
late tavern period of Shields’, and published their findings in the 1990
archaeological report (Brown 1990). This analysis uses the minimum vessel
counts provided by the Colonial W illiamsburg’s Department of Archaeological
Research to create tables depicting the percentages of the presence of certain
ceramic forms and materials including: Chinese porcelain, delftware, white saltglazed stoneware, creamware, teaware, punch bowls, tankards, drinking vessels,
and items meant specifically for serving and consuming food in an individualized
manner.
Colonial W illiamsburg’s Department of Archaeological Research
excavated W etherburn’s Tavern during the years of 1965 and 1966. Beginning in
1994 and continuing into 2003, the Colonial W illiamsburg’s Department of
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Archaeological Research analyzed the archaeological assemblage. Kelly Ladd,
Leslie McFaden, Bill Pittman, Donna Sawyers, and Susan Christie conducted this
analysis, producing a detailed study of the ceramics from the W etherburn’s
Tavern assemblage. Kelly Ladd provided this author with access to the study of
W etherburn’s Tavern, including the minimum vessel counts for the tavern when
Southall and Anderson operated it. In order to analyze the time periods of
W etherburn’s Tavern, Southall’s Tavern, and Anderson’s Tavern separately, the
ceramics were organized into distinct groups based on their terminus post quem
(TPQ) assigned to them during the analysis conducted by the abovementioned
employees of Colonial Williamsburg, corresponding to the years that Wetherburn,
Southall, and Anderson operated the tavern. Once the ceramics were separated
into categories based on the proprietor to whom they belonged, this paper
analyzed the ceramic groups in the same way that the ceramics of Shields’ were
analyzed, creating tables depicting the percentages of the presence of certain
ceramic forms and materials that compared the ceramic assemblages as they
pertained to the five separate proprietors. From these percentages, this paper
demonstrates that ceramic assemblages, when coupled with historical
documents can provide riveting information regarding the level of social status of
taverns.
This paper focuses on ceramics as the artifact of study for several
reasons. First, ceramics constitute the primary artifact associated with tavern
activities such as the consumption and storage of food beverages as well as the
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preparation of food (Victor 2010:42). Additionally, when ceramics are in use, or
part of the “living world”, these items are actually fragile and tend to break easily
(Deetz 1996:68). Ceramics, once broken, cannot be recycled as other artifacts
often are; and as a result, the ceramic sherds found in the archaeology record
were most likely broken not long after being manufactured. However, ceramics
remain durable once deposited in the ground as part of the archaeological
record, and they are nearly indestructible (Anderson 1985:17). Thus, the study of
ceramics provides a reliable dataset, and thus ceramic sherds facilitate the
dating process of a site (Deetz 1996:68).
Furthermore, the material which composes a ceramic potentially reveals
this ceramic’s manufacture location. Thus, the type of material which composes
ceramics provides insights into the social status, the cultural habits, and the
connections held by its owner. This study focuses on the presence of porcelain
and delftware, as they were materials of distinction and difficult to obtain during
the 18th century (Noel Hume 1969: 157). Additionally, the presence of refined
lead-glazed earthenwares (such as creamware) and white salt-glazed stoneware
is examined. Likewise, vessel form reveals the purpose of a ceramic, helping to
distinguish vessels meant for cooking food from vessels meant for serving food
or drink (Yentsch 1990:36). The presence of specialized vessels, such as
teaware, punch bowls, or items meant specifically for food presentation or
consumption demonstrate the movement towards individualization during the 18th
century. This trend, called Georgianization by James Deetz, started during the
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decades between 1660 and 1760, causing Anglo-American culture to change
drastically from one of communal tendencies to one that relied on categories and
individualization to differentiate groups (Deetz 1977:58-60). By using the
presence of vessels meant for the serving and consuming of food, this paper
follows the ways in which the proprietors of Shields’ Tavern and W etherburn’s
Tavern recognized and followed these trends. Additionally, the presence of
punch bowls, tankards and teaware symbolize the ever-present call from elites
for a place in which they could ritually bond through the consumption of the
respective beverages meant for these vessels.
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Interpretation

The documentary and archaeological analysis described above suggests
that the three most important factors in tavern social marking were: privacy,
exclusivity, and food complexity. The use of privacy in taverns is seen through
word choice in the Virginia Gazette, private rooms in probate inventories, and the
presence of individualized ceramics in the assemblages of Shields’ Tavern and
W etherburn’s Tavern. Exclusivity is seen in the Gazette through events
scheduled in tandem with other special occasions, as well as in the use of the
word “gentlemen,” in the 18th century laws that excluded certain members of
society, and in documentary resources such as diaries and letters that
demonstrate the social advantages granted to elites in taverns. Finally, food
complexity is seen in the presence of vogue ceramics, the presence of ceramics
meant for ritualistic consumption of food, and in the presence of items of
distinction in probate inventories.
The renting of a private room in a tavern or coffeehouse demonstrated
status, since inherently private rooms excluded others (Brown et al.:1990:14).
Analysis of the Virginia Gazette showed privacy as a luxury employed by elites in
order to create a barrier between themselves and those of middling class.
Likewise, Gibbs’ analysis of Jean Marot’s and Henry W etherburn’s probate
inventories demonstrated the presence of private rooms that served elite
customers (Gibbs 1986:7). Additionally, the analysis of the tavern ceramic
assemblages revealed that towards the second quarter of the 18th century, elites
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demanded a more complex form of food service, including individualized and
personal ceramics. Wetherburn, Southall, and Anderson all provided their
customers with ample amounts of ceramic vessels specifically meant for serving
and consuming food, demonstrating a trend towards Georgianization. Excerpts
from Williams Byrd’s dairy confirm that elites such as Mr. Byrd frequented both
these taverns (Brown et al 1990: 40). Thus, private social establishments such as
taverns physically and symbolically separated elite guests from those of lesser
means. As stated by Gibbs (1968), private rooms typically earned tavern-keepers
the majority of their profits, thus wealthy individuals rented these rooms.
Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix B show that when tavern-keepers advertised
their taverns for use, they often provided a description along with their taverns,
stating that the tavern catered to “gentlemen,” had the “best entertainment,” or
provided “private” areas (Appendix B: Tables 1-2). The use of the word “private”
coupled with words such as “best” and “gentlemen” demonstrates an activate
attempt by the subscribers to associate “private” areas with wealth, advantage,
and success. By separating those affluent enough to afford “private” areas,
tavern-keepers facilitated social marking in taverns.
An advertisement in the Virginia Gazette confirms that private spaces in
taverns required larger sums of money than public spaces. In 1755, the Gazette
advertised the sale of tickets for “Microcosm, or The World in Miniature” at the
Raleigh Tavern. Two prices were listed: one for general public seating and one
for private seating. The price of public seating was five shillings, while the price of
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private seating was 7 shillings (Appendix B: Table 2, Advertisements Published
in the Virginia Gazette Relating to Events Held in Taverns). As private areas
provided less regulated spaces, wealthy and powerful men interacted more freely
with each other in these private rooms. The advertisement reads: “any Select
Company [...] that may be desirous of seeing this piece in private [...]” (Hunter
October 17, 1755:4). The use of the phrase “select company” denotes a form of
exclusion based on the guests’ access to sufficient amounts of money.
Gibbs mentions “clubs” held in taverns and coffeehouses that were
frequented by wealthy and prestigious men (1968:99). References in George
W ashington’s diary such as “supper and club” and “club at Do. arising from the
Assn. Meetg” (Gibbs 1968:99) reveal he attended clubs regularly. William Byrd II
also writes of “clubs” in his diary, and references joking, conversing, gambling,
and drinking (Gibbs 1968:99). While “clubs” and private rooms are not the same
concept entirely, the two social situations share similarities. Clubs facilitated
privacy, and they required invitation or a payment of fees. Historical documents
demonstrate that among other prestigious gentlemen, Thomas Jefferson paid
several club fees during his time in Williamsburg (Gibbs 1968:100).
While Virginian law mandated that taverns serve eligible males in their
taverns (Gibbs 1968:14), tavern-keepers maintained freedom over whom they
allowed to frequent private areas. Therefore, tavern-keepers left public rooms
less embellished than private rooms, reserving flamboyant decorations for their
more affluent customers (Gibbs 1968:9). For example, historical evidence shows
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that on May 17, 1714 Richard King conducted some carpentry work at Marot’s
house for £46. Potentially, King conducted repair work or made additions to the
tavern (Gibbs 1968:10). In any case, this document demonstrates Marot’s desire
to update his tavern often, and perhaps create a certain type of separated and
embellished atmosphere for his clients.
The distinction between prices of private and public rooms, prestige, and
wealth could help a man acquire privacy, and as suggested above, provide him
with a lavishly decorated atmosphere in which to enjoy his privacy. As
W etherburn’s probate inventory shows (Appendix A: Table 3, W etherburn’s
Tavern Inventory), The Bull Head Room, meant for private gatherings provided
guests with only the finest furnishings including: mahogany chairs and a tea
table, eight prints, and an eight-day clock. The fine furnishings and selective
atmosphere of The Bull Head Room encouraged comfort and sociability among
those who could afford to rent a private room. James Shields also provided
guests with privacy by the way of The Parlor and The Garden Room. The Garden
Room contained a fireplace and faced the tavern’s garden, giving those willing to
rent a private area a comfortable room with a nice view (Gibbs 1986:5).
Similarly, analysis of the ceramic data demonstrates that tavern-keepers
who adhered to the increasing demand for individualization during the mid
eighteenth century enjoyed a greater amount of success than those who
disregarded the new trends. Table 1, Percentages of Functional Vessels In the
Examined Taverns’ Ceramic Assemblages, demonstrates that while drinking
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vessels made up over 50 percent of both the early period and the late period of
Shields’ Tavern, vessels meant for the consumption and presentation of food
made up the majority of ceramic finds for Henry W etherburn’s Tavern. One can
attribute this contrast to the changing demands of the consumer during the first
half of the 18th century from a want for communal consumption to a demand for a
more individualized form of consumption. As the colonies became increasingly
Georgianized (Deetz 1977:58-60), Wetherburn sought to fulfill his customers’
needs of individualization by providing them with an excessive amount of flatware
and hollowware from which they could individually consume their food. Southall
and Anderson continued providing their customers with personal and
individualized experiences, and as demonstrated by letters from Thomas
Jefferson and W ashington’s diary entries, these tavern-keepers enjoyed the
presence of elite guests.

Jean
M arot’s
Tavern
(17081738)

Jam es
S hields’
Tavern
(17381751)

Henry
W etherburn’s
Tavern
(1740’s-1760)

Jam es
S outhall’s
Tavern
(17601771)

Robert
A nderson’s
Tavern
(1771-1779)

Drinking
Vessels

59%

54%

24%

21%

28%

Food
consum ption/
presentation
vessels

13%

24%

47%

60%

56%

Table 1 ’ercentages of Functional Vessels in the Examined Taverns’
Ceramic Assemblages
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The presence of a creamware pickle dish in Southall’s ceramic
assemblage and a muffin plate in Anderson’s ceramic assemblage epitomizes
the call from elites for separate and categorized items. According to Yentsch, by
the second half of the 18th century, soup tureens, sauce boats, and pickle dishes
were items of prestige expected by the elites during W etherburn’s, Southall’s,
and Anderson’s times as tavern-keepers (1990: 37). The lack of personal serving
dishes found in the Shields’ ceramic assemblage (shown in Table 2),
demonstrates that James Shields ignored the new trend of Georgianization.
Excerpts from Byrd’s diary confirm that once Shields begun operating the tavern
on Lots 25 and 26, elites begun attending Wetherburn’s Tavern instead of
Shields’ Tavern (Brown 1990:201).
The efforts of Virginia’s elite to claim social privilege and create an aura of
\ exclusivity were reinforced by colonial law as well. Laws regarding taverns
demonstrate that while tavern-keepers used rooms and ceramic types to create
an aura of privacy, the Virginian government used laws to ban certain members
of society from attending taverns entirely, thus aiding in tavern-keepers’ attempts
jto create exclusivity in their establishments. An excerpt from an English law
I
passed in 1603, a century before the existence of the colonial taverns on which
}
tpis paper focuses, demonstrates that while English taverns were meant to serve
olnly as accommodations for travelers, their environment encouraged merriment.
\t
Ttie law states that alehouses and inns functioned for “the resort relief and
lodging of wayfaring people, traveling from place to place, and for such supply of
V

i
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the wants of such people as are not able by greater quantities to make provision
of victual..

the law continues in stating that these establishments were not

meant for “the entertainment and harboring of lewd and idle people, to spend and
consume their time and their money in lewd and drunken manner” (Gish
2005:78). This law demonstrates two things. Firstly, it demonstrates that before
the colonies, people frequented taverns for entertainment. Secondly, this law
shows that over a century before the existence of the colonial taverns on which
this paper focuses, the government was concerned with the type of people who
frequented tavern-like establishments.
An examination of Virginian laws from 1705-76 demonstrates the
continuance of this concern. Laws excluded women from attending taverns,
justifying this ban by arguing that women relied on the funds of their husbands,
and therefore could not be trusted with money. Managers forbid laborers from
attending taverns, as alcohol potentially distracted the laborers from work (Gibbs
1968:40). This exclusion of laborers demonstrates the inherent nature of
separation of classes in taverns. As taverns reflected society as a whole, the
exclusion of lower class men and women from taverns demonstrated the small
amount of value placed on these members of society during the 18th century.
i
Similarly, Virginia laws placed during the 18th century only permitted
slaves, servants, and apprentices to buy alcohol if they presented a note from
their masters, and laws or tavern-keepers often excluded these people from
partaking in tavern gatherings (Gibbs 1968:32). Mayor John Holt accused Daniel
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Fisher, a Londoner who opened a tavern in Williamsburg, of selling rum to
enslaved individuals. This serious accusation put Fisher in danger of losing his
liquor license. In defending himself to the court, Fisher said that if the court
proved that he sold rum to an enslaved individual without permission from their
master then he felt that they should restrict him from selling alcohol. However,
Fisher added: “that no Negro had ever been served with Rum by my family, I
would not presume to say, but [...] not one merchant in the Town who sold Rum
at all was so cautious of letting any Negro be supplied with rum, without a written
or Verbal leave as myself” (Gibbs 1968:32). The court dropped the accusation
against Fisher, but his reaction to this event demonstrates the negative
connotations that came with serving those of a lower social status, while also
suggesting that tavern-keepers often broke laws regulating who frequented a
tavern when it was to their advantage. It appears that getting caught was more
serious than the actual act of serving said individuals, because in 1714 when
licensed tavern-keeper Edward Ripping was caught hosting a servant who did
not possess a note from his master Ripping lost his license to sell liquor.
Credit limits set by courts often kept middle or lower class individuals from
enjoying the tavern life, as well (Appendix B: Table 3, The Changes in Credit
Laws During the 18th Century). A 1705 law allowed one to purchase liquor on 300
pounds of tobacco in credit (Hening 2009). In 1734, one could purchase liquor on
a credit limit of 20 shillings (Hening 2009). Gibbs suggests that this regulation
was tightened during the 1730s because the lenience of the 300 pounds of
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tobacco limit brought ruin to many families (Gibbs 1968:27). Laws also prevented
traveling seaman and men who did not master over two or more servants from
buying liquor on any type of credit. These laws inherently established taverns as
areas that allowed only men with sufficient funds or enough credentials to
warrant credit, and thus created an atmosphere of exclus vity.
Tavern-keepers contested the law that kept men frprn buying on credit,
|
fighting it through letters to the press. Finally, in 1762, Virginian taw made the
credit limit less harsh, allowing town visitors who had once been forbidden to
frequent taverns, such as sailors, to buy on credit. By 1774, the courts removed
the credit limit completely (Hening 2009). The fact that tavje, rn-keepers contested
this law, coupled with the above examples of tavern-keepe 's illegally serving
guests, suggests that while tavern-keepers preferred andiaidvertised to elite
customers, in reality tavern-keepers focused on their busin ess and welcomed
guests of all kinds.
Although law regulated aspects of tavern life, as taverns begin to populate
colonial Williamsburg, they acted as new locations for social activities and in
many cases represented blank canvases which reflected social relations as seen
in the city center. Taverns acted as gathering places for b ith travelers as well as
locals; and both groups of people took advantage of taverns’ space for meeting,
drinking, gambling, and eating. Thus, taverns facilitated thL sharing of local news
for both travelers and locals. In tavern settings, news was read aloud, and
advertisements for lost objects and of items for sale were posted (Salinger

2002:58). Thus, a person who frequented a tavern was knowledgeable of
important local happenings as well as the current politics. On January 17, 1771,
the Virginia Gazette advertised that a slave auction would take place in front of
the Raleigh Tavern (Purdie and Dixon January 17 1771:3). Similarly, on April 15,
1773 an auction for a tract of land was held outside of Robert Anderson’s
Williamsburg tavern (Purdie and Dixon April 15, 1773:3).
Newspaper articles and private journals reveal more intimate detail about
social markings in taverns and how said taverns served to enhance knowledge
networks among the elite. The sharing of news and local happenings in tavern
settings attracted intellectuals and politicians. As demonstrated in a letter from
Thomas Jefferson to his friend John Page, colonial Williamsburg taverns were
areas in which young, budding minds met to share ideas with prestigious figures
of the time. On October 7, 1763 Jefferson wrote of a dance he attended in
colonial W illiamsburg’s Raleigh Tavern’s Apollo Room, stating, “I was prepared
to say a great deal: I had dressed up in my own mind, such thoughts as occurred
to me, in as moving language as I knew how, and expected to have performed in
a tolerably creditable manner” (Tucker 1837: 32). Although Jefferson admits in
this letter that he felt he failed this conversation, his preparation for the event
demonstrates that taverns facilitated intellectual conversation.
The Virginia Gazette provides an additional example of taverns facilitating
the gathering of like-minded intellectuals. On April 22, 1757 the Gazette called
“the gentlemen appointed by the Common Hall of the City of W illiamsburg” to
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meet on the next Tuesday “at the House of Henry Wetherburn, at Six o’clock in
the Evening, in order to agree with a Carpenter for building a Market-House in
the said city” (Hunter April 22, 1757:4). Thus, as colonial Americans attempted to
create for themselves identities that set them apart from their English
counterparts, the tavern provided an arena in which these men controlled social
interactions, making the tavern experience a negotiation between visitors, tavernkeepers, and the law.
Similarly, events scheduled in tandem with important holidays enhanced
the ceremony and exclusivity involved in tavern-going. Appendix B, Table 2
shows that in 1766 an advertisement in the Virginia Gazette reported on a
celebration to honor the king’s birthday held the past week at Mr. Pullett’s
Tavern, acknowledging the presence of the “principle Gentlemen of the city”
(Purdie and Dixon June 06, 1766:2). This tavern used an already well-known
holiday to reinforce its presence in the community. By using the king’s birthday
as a reason to celebrate, Mr. Pullett distinguished consumption of food at his
tavern from that of everyday eating. As Douglas shows, food consumption
becomes complex and transcends beyond everyday eating into a medium
through which social exclusion occurs when consumption deviates from the norm
(1984:22). Pullett’s celebration exemplifies one of the ways that consumption in
taverns deviated from the norm.
W etherburn’s also advertised a recurring ball held every Tuesday during
the meeting of the General Assembly, with a heading stating, “For the Ladies and
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Gentlemen” (Hunter March 05, 1752). Thus, Wetherburn most likely meant to
attract men who sat in the General Assembly and their partners, or at the very
least, Wetherburn wanted his ball associated with the importance of the General
Assembly. Likewise, through events meant to attract prestigious and socially
active men, taverns controlled who consumed food and drink in their taverns.
Thus, tavern-keepers created social distinctions based on the prestigious men to
which they catered. Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix B demonstrate tavern-keepers’
common use of the word “gentlemen” (Appendix B: Tables 1-2). Applying
Bourdieu’s idea of Distinction (1984) as well as Douglas’ idea of select hospitality
(1984) to these advertisements, one sees that through extending invitations to
“gentlemen” or by arranging balls in harmony with other prestigious occurrences
in town, tavern-keepers portrayed their taverns as prominent and successful.
Another way that tavern-going deviated from the norm was through the
practice of gambling. Gambling was almost as frequent as drinking in taverns;
and by participating in this part of the “feast,” members of any class moved up
the social ladder, because regardless of class, the winner of a game became
prestigious and respected for a period of time (Salinger 2002:23). However, a
working class individual was less likely to participate in a game due to lack of
money and the initial exclusion from merriment that tavern life facilitated. In a
letter to John Peck, a friend of Fithian’s who was coming to Virginia to act as a
tutor, Fithian addressed the act of gambling, writing: “Whenever you [...] act on
your own footing, either [at] a Ball; or [at] a Horse-Race, or [at] a Cock-fight, [...] I
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advise that you rate yourself very low, & if you bett at all, remember that 10,000£
in Reputation & learning does not amount to a handful of Shillings in ready Cash”
(Farish 1943:213). Thus, while Fithian saw himself and his peer, Peck, as
educated men, he saw gambling among people of his social standing as
unacceptable. Therefore, the possession of “ready cash” as a prerequisite to
partake in the ritual of gambling created a barrier between those with access to
money and those without.
Additionally, Fithian’s journal demonstrates that certain middling class
individuals in Williamsburg, VA feared social ostracization in tavern settings. On
April 4, 1774, Fithian wrote of being invited by Mr. Taylor, Mr. Randolph and a
few others to attend a Cockfight “where 25 Cocks are to fight, & large Sums are
betted, so large at once as twenty five Pounds,” but Fithian “choose rather to stay
at Home” (Farish 1943:122). His letters show that he wished to remain in good
standing with his employer by staying morally sound. Thus, respectable people
saw Fithian as credible enough to partake in gambling, but Fithian preferred not
to risk judgment from those of higher status than him by partaking in an activity
that he saw as “vulgar”. Fithian mentions taverns several times in his journal, but
every reference to a tavern addressed its practical purpose of overnight
accommodation and consumption of food. He only mentions consuming a bowl
of punch once (Farish 1943). To Fithian, a tavern was an establishment for
lodging and eating, and not a place for ceremonial merriment.
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Tavern-goers actively created ritualized and exclusive atmospheres
through the act of gambling. While the majority of those with sufficient funds
allowing them to participate in gambling were elites, during the first half of the
18th century the activity was technically illegal for all members of society. As
shown in Appendix B, laws against gambling became more lenient as time went
on (Appendix B: Table 4, The Changes in Laws Relating to Gambling During the
18th Century). Perhaps this lenience occurred due to the impossibility of
controlling gambling in a tavern setting. As time passed, more games became
legal to play in taverns. However, since gambling required money, elites made up
the majority of those who participated in this form of entertainment. Elite
members of society invested money in this form of social display, and thereby
they separated themselves from working-class people. Thus, as gambling
became legal, it became another part of the tavern experience regulated by
elites.
As demonstrated by the examination of Fithian’s journal the location of the
tavern and its decor also controlled the types of people who attended, and thus
partook, in the ritual activities that promoted exclusivity. While men of lower
standing may have shied away from outwardly participating in gambling in a
central city such as Williamsburg, the peripheral of the city may have been fair
game, so to speak. On May 27, 1774, as he traveled to Philadelphia, Fithian
stopped to rest in Port Tobacco, Maryland at a tavern where he “had Bugs in
every part of [his] bed- & in the next Room several noisy fellows [were] playing
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Billiards” (Farish 1943:146). The short diary entry regarding this tavern differs
from Fithian’s other entries regarding taverns in that Rithian complains about the
atmosphere of said establishment. Thusly, as Fithianf found this tavern
inadequate, one can infer that this tavern was a sanctuary for rowdy crowds of
presumably lower class. This demonstrates that w ^ile colonial Williamsburg
taverns often catered to higher classes, taverns o j the peripheral of towns may
have acted as havens for people of lesser means. Additionally, while Fithian
choose to abstain from the tavern ritual, his journal demonstrates that those who
worked for the elite often frequented taverns in/order to partake in gambling and
drinking in locations on the peripheral of W illiamsburg’s city center.
Unlike the tavern on the peripheral o^the city that Fithian mentions,
taverns in W illiamsburg’s city center attracted elite members of society because
of their location and proximity to The Capjtol and The Governor’s Palace. This
proximity, coupled with the grand size oyM arot’s Tavern encouraged locals and
travelers to choose Marot’s Tavern as the place to eat, drink, and sleep. Excerpts
from William Byrd’s diary demonstrate/that he and his elite gentlemen friends

f

frequented Marot’s before conducting other business about town. For example
on November 1, 1710 Byrd writes, “ /..about 8 o ’clock I went to see Mr. Hamilton
at Marot’s and went with him to th^^Governor’s [Alexander Spotswood] where we
ate bread and butter and drank tea. About 9 o ’clock I came to court....” (Brown et
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al 1990: 40). On November 20 of/the same year Byrd “ ... ate some toast and
cider with Colonel Carter at Margt’s,” and at about one o ’clock that afternoon he

“went to the capital...” (Brown et al 1990: 229). In May of 1740 Byrd “ ...ate roast
veal with Wetherburn ...” and “walked to the coffeehouse...” (Brown et al 1990:
230). These references to prominent taverns in colonial Williamsburg all allude to
the convenient location of the establishments, showing that proximity to other
places of import contributed to elites’ decision of which tavern to frequent.
Additionally, the good reputation of a tavern-keeper attracted prominent
customers. Marot’s previous success as a member of a large plantation
household gave him the knowledge he needed to successfully run a business.
Additionally, as Constable of the City of Williamsburg, Marot established
credibility and prestige in the city, gaining the public’s trust. Similarly, before
Wetherburn bought the tavern on Lots 20 and 21, he operated his first w ife’s late
husband’s tavern. Due to his successful operation of this tavern, by 1736 the
public knew Wetherburn well for his tavern-keeping (Stephenson 1965:2). His
good reputation coupled his tavern’s location undoubtedly attracted elite
customers to his new establishment. Letters from Thomas Jefferson to John
Page reveal that elite members of society still frequented the tavern previously
owned by W etherburn’s when Southall acted as the proprietor. An excerpt from
one such letter reads, “how did Nancy look at you when you danced with her at
Southal’s?” (Stephenson 1965:30). According to his diaries in 1769 George
Washington “went to Southall’s in the Evening in drawing Colo. Moore’s Lottery”
(Stephenson 1965:30). Thus, although the tavern changed hands from
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Wetherburn to Southall, its location and good reputation kept it a spot frequented
by the elites.
Similarly, Anderson also depended upon the location of his tavern, and the
prestige of its previous owners. Anderson used the Gazette to advertise his
tavern, stating that he now operated the tavern previously owned by Southall.
Anderson went on to thank the “gentlemen who formerly frequented” the tavern,
writing that he hoped to prove worthy of their continued attendance (Rind
February 28, 1771:3). However, as shown by the transition of Marot’s tavern to
James Shields, relying on the previous name of the tavern would not suffice
alone to keep Anderson’s Tavern one frequented by elites. Thus, Anderson
needed to entice the elites of Williamsburg by remaining up to date with all of
their latest demands.
As stated earlier, Douglas’ food complexity theory asserts that changes in
food consumption are intentional and symbolic, and that those who do not
embrace these changes are ostracized within their culture. Bourdieu also claims
that elite people judge others’ places in society based on the goods that these
other people have appropriated. Thus, in order to attract elite customers, a
tavern-keeper in the 18th century needed to provide the items required to partake
in expected tavern rituals. These items included: teaware, tankards, punch
bowls, and individualized platters and dishes meant for the serving and
consumption of food. The taverns’ ceramic assemblages demonstrate that these
taverns’ proprietors (with the exception of Shields) provided their customers with
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food complexity and ritualistic experiences. The ceramic assemblage from
Shields’ time as tavern proprietor presents a disconnection between what the
elite tavern-goers wanted and what they received. As mentioned earlier, Shields
failed to provide his customers with individualized ceramics for food
consumption. Likewise, the quality of Shields’ teaware as compared to the quality
of Shields’ contemporary tavern, W etherburn’s, further demonstrates Shields’
inability to update his collection. The presence of older, out of style teaware such as delft teware - in Shields’ collection ultimately suggests that Shields did
not provide his customers with the same high quality tea ritual that might have
been provided by W etherburn’s Tavern.

Jean
M arot’s
Tavern
(17081738)

Jam es
S hields’
Tavern
(17381751)

Henry
W etherburn’s
Tavern
(1740’s-1760)

Jam es
S outhall’s
Tavern
(17601771)

Robert
A nderson’s
Tavern(17711779)

Teaware

27%

32%

49%

50%

58%

Punch
Bowls

26%

36%

5%

8%

8%

Tankard

47%

32%

38%

42%

27%

Table 2. Percentages o Teaware, Punch Bowls, anc Tankards Present in the
Drinking Vessel Ceramic Category of the Examined Ceramic Assemblages

As shown in Table 2, teaware made up 27 percent of the drinking vessel
category in Marot’s assemblage. Although Shields, Wetherburn, Southall, and
Anderson all provided their customers with a large amount of teaware as well,
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Marot possessed teaware during the first third of the 18th century, when hot
drinks were the vogue beverage to consume in the colonies (Yentsch 1990:42).
Thus, the presence of teaware in Jean Marot’s tavern assemblage represents
Marot’s active attempt to signal to his customers that his tavern embodied wealth
and status. The presence of delftware saucers, cups, tea bowls, and a tea pot lid
in Marot’s ceramic assemblage suggests that Marot possessed an entire
delftware tea set from which he served his customers. As the tea ritual was a
newly important activity in which elites in the colonies wished to participate, the
presence of an entire tea set suggests that Marot successfully provided his
customers with tea on a regular basis. During this part of the 18th century
importing tea was expensive (Yentsch 1990:42). Thus, the presence of porcelain
and delft drinking vessels in Marot’s collection reveals Marot’s ability to provide
the much desired and costly hot beverages such as coffee, tea, and chocolate,
while also showing that he succeeded in serving these beverages in similarly
costly and fashionable vessels. Surly, Marot’s ability to serve his guests from an
entire matching tea set bolstered the ritual-like aspect of the tea ceremony.
Similarly, teaware made up 49 percent of the drinking vessel category in
W etherburn’s collection, and Wetherburn furnished The Bull Head Room in his
tavern with a mahogany tea table. The consumption of an elite good such as tea,
served from a porcelain tea cup in a private room allowed W etherburn’s
customers to physically and symbolically separate themselves from those of
lesser means. Unlike Wetherburn, Shields was unable to provide his customers
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with quality teaware. By the middle of the 18th century, delft tea items were no
longer in the height of fashion, due to the fact that the lead glaze tended to chip
on the fine, fragile forms (Noel Hume 1969:111); however, delftware made up 30
percent of Shields’ teaware category, while delftware made up only 11 percent of
the teaware in W etherburn’s Tavern, with porcelain making up 67 percent of
W etherburn’s teaware collection. The fact that Shields possessed so much delft
teaware also suggests that Shields ceramic collection was comprised partially of
old remnants from Marot’s collection.
Jean Marot possessed a large collection of punch bowls (shown in Table
2) during a time in which punch bowls had just became a popular addition to the
colonial ceramic collection (Smith 2008:82). This coupled with the large collection
of tankards demonstrates the importance of alcohol consumption in Marot’s
Tavern. Past theorists (Breen 2012) have shown that punch consumption played
an important role in the domain of foodways, promoting sociability and group
membership among those who shared punch. Punch bowls made up the largest
percentage of total vessels in Marot’s Tavern and Shields’ Tavern. Breen (2012:
93) argued that the punch ceremony became an elaborate event, almost like the
tea ritual, in that the items used to serve and consume the beverage contributed
to and molded the act of consumption, making the process of the ceremony as
important as the actual punch drinking. Breen writes that the objects used in the
ceremony of punch drinking “bolstered its performance from event to ritual
status” (2012:93).
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Alexander Hamilton, reflecting on a particular outing at a tavern, wrote in
his dairy, “drinking enormous quantities of alcohol does appear to have been a
requirement of the tavern experience” (Salinger 2002:69). Hamilton, who was not
a heavy drinker, found himself overcome at a tavern where he felt forced into

I

drinking to prove his worth. After one particular tavern event where strangers
convinced Hamilton to drink more than he desired, he became so intoxicated that
he took a three hour nap (Salinger 2002:69-70). Hamilton experienced first-hand
the ritualized activities that took place in taverns. His annotate reveals that
consumption in taverns was a repeated behavior that reflected shared
assumptions/about how one should behave. In his diary, Hamilton admitted to
feeling as though he lacked the virility required to drink in excess (Salinger
t,

2002:71).'Thus, an apparent correlation existed between the amount of aicohol
consumec and one’s manliness. This activity, then, possesses a similarity to
Dietler’s commensal politics in that it highlights the importance of ritual as an
active force in the study of the consumption of food (Dietler 2003:272).
Thus, men in Marot’s and Shields’ tavern may have used the

I

consumption of alcohol as a form of social exclusion, ritually sharing drinks in a
manner that created bonds between those who consumed and created barriers
b e tw jln those who did not consume. Additionally, since tavern-goers used the
consumption of alcohol as a way to assert dominance or status over others
(Dietler 2003:82), the large percentage of tankards present in the drinking vessel
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category (shown in Table 2) for each tavern’s ceramic assemblage demonstrates
the commonness of this form of social exclusion.
Many items present in the examined taverns’ ceramic assemblages were
specifically meant to delight the eye as opposed to enhance the taste of the food
or drink. Specifically, the aforementioned punch bowls present in Marot’s Tavern
and Shields’ Tavern (Table 2) suggest not only exclusion through ritualistic
activity, but also reveal the active attempt on Marot’s part to create a genteel
atmosphere for his clientele. Lorinda Goodwin (1999) interpreted punch drinking
as a sign that consumers were pursuing novelty goods. An individual’s ability to
obtain vogue and hard to acquire items and to use these items in a “refined” way
demonstrated this individual’s success and status. This concept can be
understood through Bourdieu’s (1984) theory of Distinction as well. York County,
Virginia inventories show that between the years of 1645 and 1800 only an
average of six percent of individuals owned punch bowls (Breen 2012:84).
Therefore, through acquiring vogue and highly sought after punch bowls, and
providing these goods to his customers, Marot signaled to others the refinement
of his tavern.
Additionally, during the first half of the 18th century, colonists valued
Chinese porcelain due to its translucent white to bluish-white hard-body paste,
and its thin body. Thus, colonists imported porcelain from China, making this item
expensive and highly sought after. Due to the difficulty in obtaining it, only the
wealthiest of colonists concerned with appearances possessed porcelain
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(Yentsch 1990:42). In fact, inventories of the 18th century demonstrate that during
the first quarter of the century most well-to-do households did not possess much,
if any, Chinese porcelain (Noel Hume 1969: 257). Thus, the fact that porcelain
composed 11 percent of Marot’s ceramic assemblage (shown in Table 3),
demonstrates Marot’s ability to obtain porcelain at a time when most elite
households did not even possess this ceramic type. As stated previously, the
English Refugee Fund paid for Marot’s trip to Virginia (Brown et al. 1990:47).
This economic advantage allowed Marot to supply his tavern with the most
fashionable items, as demonstrated by his ceramic collection and the
aforementioned inventory of Marot’s tavern. Items of note present in Marot’s
inventory include a tea table, several looking glasses, silver, leather chairs, and a
watch (Appendix A: Table 1, Jean Marot’s Inventory).

Jean
M arot’s
Tavern
(17081738)
11%

Jam es
S hields’
Tavern
(17381751)
15%

Henry
W etherburn’s
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(1740’s-1760)

D elftware

42%

W hite SaltGlazed
Stonew are
Cream w are

C hinese
Porcelain

Robert
A nderson’s
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(1771-1779)

16%

Jam es
S outhall’s
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(17601771)
27%

37%

31%

37%

28%

9%

18%

11%

8%

20%

0%

0%

0%

17%

3%

27%

Table 3. Percentages of Distinctive IVaterial Types Present in the Examined
Ceramic Assemblages
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A comparison of James Shields’ and Marot’s inventories (Appendix A:
Table 4, Comparison of Inventories of Marot’s Tavern and Shields’ Tavern)
demonstrates Shields’ inability to provide his customers with an updated set of
vogue items. The table shows that instead of adding to the ambience of his
tavern by buying new items to furnish his establishment with, Shields left his
tavern as decorated by Marot. Similarly, the ceramic assemblage demonstrates
that Marot possessed a large amount of porcelain and delftware (shown in Table
3). Therefore, it is probable that some of the delftware and porcelain in Shields’
Tavern were remnants from Marot’s ceramic collection, suggesting that Shields
held on to expensive items from Marot’s collection and added to this collection by
purchasing durable and fairly cheap ceramics such as white salt-glazed
stoneware and refined earthenwares. Shields’ ceramic assemblage also contains
an Astbury-type bowl and tea pot, as well as a Jackfield-type tea pot.
Appendix A, Table 5 compares the presence and absence of a few items
of distinction in Shields’ and W etherburn’s inventory (Appendix A: Table 5,
Presence and Absence of Items of Distinction in W etherburn’s Tavern and
Shields’ Taverns). Wetherburn provided his guests with a fireplace in every room
of his tavern, in addition to the fine goods mentioned above and shown in
Appendix A: Table 3, while Shields failed to provide these luxuries (Brewer
2005). Specific items of distinction present in W etherburn’s ceramic collection
further demonstrate W ethrburn’s capability of providing his customers with the
finest goods (Brewer 2005). The presence of a Chinese porcelain bowl meant
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entirely for food presentation, with the exterior decorated in the bianco-soprabianco style demonstrates W etherburn’s attempt to provide his consumers with a
variety of fashionable designs which held little to no purpose other than being
aesthetically pleasing. This Chinese porcelain exemplifies W etherburn’s use of
non-functional and expensive items to distinguish his tavern from competing
taverns. Additionally, the presence of a plate and an unidentified hollow form
(possibly the spout of a teapot) in Wedgewood green glaze demonstrates
W etherburn’s access to the newest types of ceramics, suggesting that
Wetherburn used his connections and knowledge of tavern-life to attract elites
who required the best types of ceramics. As Wedgwood perfected green-glazed
Wedgwood not until 1759 (Noel Hume 1969:125), W etherburn’s access to this
vogue material demonstrates that he actively updated his collection of ceramic
vessels, both hollowware and flatware.
By 1760, when James Southall took control of the tavern previously
maintained by Wetherburn, porcelain was still an expected material type in elite
settings (Noel Hume 1969:157), but other ceramic types, such as creamware
were vogue as well. Wedgewood perfected creamware during this time, so the
presence of both porcelain and creamware (Table 3), in Southall’s ceramic
assemblage demonstrates that, like Wetherburn, Southall possessed the ability
to provide his customers with the newest and most vogue materials. By
demonstrating his ability to fluctuate with the changing styles Southall maintained
the tavern’s elite appeal. Anderson’s use of pearlware and salt-glazed
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stoneware to replace the then out-of-style yellowish creamware also exemplifies
the active use of vogue items by tavern proprietors.
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Conclusion

This paper used documentary resources and the analysis of the
archaeological data from W etherburn’s Tavern and Shields’ Tavern to reveal the
ways in which colonial Williamsburg taverns functioned to enhance social
distinctions. By extending Dielter’s conception of feasts to a tavern setting, and
arguing that sharing food and drink in a tavern goes beyond regular
consumption, this paper demonstrates the similarity between tavern meals and
Dietler’s diacritical feasts. Thus, this paper studied colonial taverns in central
locations as arenas in which men expressed themselves while creating and
maintaining class divisions through ritualized activities such as eating, drinking,
and gambling. Similarly, by applying Douglas’ examination of food complexity to
the presence and absence of distinctive, vogue, and individualized items present
in tavern’s inventories as well as ceramic collections, this paper demonstrated
that elites ostracized taverns that failed to evolve with the time, while employing
food complexity and the ceremony surrounding consumption to separate
themselves from others.
Documentary and archaeological resources revealed three overarching
trends through which taverns created and maintained class distinctions: privacy,
food complexity, and exclusivity. Guests used these three trends to claim social
privilege, and tavern-keepers who failed to provide their customers with privacy,
complexity, or exclusivity also failed in attracting elite guests. Thus, while 18th
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century Williamsburg was a central location, not all taverns on Duke of
Gloucester Street served elite guests.
Private rooms coupled with the amounts of individualized ceramics
present in W etherburn’s, Southall’s and Anderson’s ceramic assemblages
represent the tavern-keepers’ acknowledgement of the change in the ways in
which gentlemen wanted to consume food. This change can be likened to the
changes in food complexity detailed by Douglas, as she argues that consumers
make changes in food complexity intentionally, intending to create a system of
signs and symbols (Douglas 1984:21). Thus, as Georgianization became a
popular trend in America, by accepting these new trends Henry Wetherburn
demonstrated to the public that his tavern was one of modern amenities. Shields
represents a tavern-keeper who failed to respond to the changes in food
complexity. According to Douglas’ theory of complexity (1984), Shields’ inability
to adhere to these changes caused elites to overlook his tavern establishment.
Additionally, tavern-keepers employed items of distinction such as vogue
ceramics and fine furnishings in order to create a complex system of symbols,
signaling to their customers that their tavern was a fine establishment. This
paper reveals that tavern-keepers needed to update their ceramic collections
along with their furnishings in order to maintain their elite clientele’s interest.
Shields’ inability to provide his customers with complexity, after taking over the
tavern previously operated by Marot demonstrates this point, as elites frequented
W etherburn’s Tavern as opposed to Shields’ Tavern.
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Virginia laws preventing certain individuals from attending taverns, the
ritualistic atmosphere of tavern life as seen in the studied ceramic assemblages,
as well as diary entries demonstrated the exclusivity of the tavern atmosphere.
Since the government regulated taverns as establishments that hosted travelers,
one can argue that through laws meant to keep certain individuals out of taverns,
the government asserted control over how others perceived taverns and their
surrounding areas, thus encouraging this exclusivity. In Distinction, Bourdieu
argues that elites employ “sumptuary” laws as a way to maintain a “cultural”
divide between themselves and those of a lower class (1984:192). Thus, the laws
preventing certain people such as servants, women, and seaman from attending
taverns, and the laws that imposed credit limits on tavern-goers exemplify ways
in which the government molded centrally located taverns such as the ones in
colonial Williamsburg into exclusive arenas specifically meant for respectable
clientele.
Tavern-goers relied on ritualistic activities to create and maintain class
distinctions. The diminishing Virginian laws against gambling show that while the
government saw taverns as places meant for food consumption and resting,
regulating the ritualistic activity in taverns was difficult, if not impossible. Thus,
those with “ready cash” unofficially regulated the gambling that took place in
taverns. Men demonstrated their virility through gambling and drinking in tavern
settings, and the tavern community ostracized those unable or unwilling to
participate in the ritualistic activities. The ritualized acts encouraged the elite to
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share ideas and establish ties. As demonstrated by Dietler (1996) and Salinger
(2002) the sharing and consuming of alcohol and food in a tavern setting
facilitated social interaction between those of similar means while simultaneously
signaling to others one’s status. Additionally, during the first half of the 18th
century, colonial American’s fascination with consuming hot beverages such as
tea contributed to the complex aspect of tavern life. Taverns, such as Marot’s
Tavern, catered to this demand for ritualized teaware by providing consumers
with an entire delftware tea set. Thus, as locals and travelers frequented taverns
for ritualized events they shared ideas and news, creating ties among
themselves. Salinger (2002) stated that tavern-goers saw men who drank
excessively and gambled as the most prestigious men at a tavern. Elites enjoyed
the opportunity to “prove” their worth through these ritualistic activities more than
a man of lesser means. By partaking in these activities in a tavern, elites
distinguished themselves from those who could not afford the games, creating
yet another barrier. The social ceremony that occurred inside taverns allowed
guests to identify where their fellow tavern-goers were on the proverbial social
ladder.
It is important to acknowledge the contradiction of the ideal want of tavernkeepers to serve elites and the real notion that tavern-keepers most likely wished
to serve whomever they could in order to make money. Fithian’s diary
demonstrates that lower class individuals and women did partake in tavern
activities such as drinking and gambling, even though Virginian law forbad these
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individuals to take part in these activities (Farish 1943). Additionally, the fact that
tavern-keepers fought credit limits set by the government shows that in actuality
proprietors wanted the freedom to serve any customer they liked. However, this
paper demonstrated that several of the tavern-keepers in Williamsburg went to
excessive lengths to gain the attention of the elites; be it through advertising balls
to be held during a holiday or special event, advertising private spaces in their
taverns, or providing their customers with the newest forms of ceramics
available. Thus, while tavern-keepers may not have turned away a paying
customer of lesser class, tavern-keepers would not spend large amounts of
money and energy to attract elites if their presence was not important. Keeping
Douglas’ idea of select hospitality in mind, and examining the ceramic data
provided from the analysis of the two taverns, one can argue that tavern-keepers
used private rooms, and individualized and fine ceramics as a way to cope with
this disconnect. Tavern-keepers used private spaces and ceramics meant to
serve fine goods such as tea, punch, or individualized foods to physically and
symbolically separate customers based on their societal stance.
Future possibilities in extending this research include the addition of other
taverns to the ceramic analysis and the addition of faunal remains to the
examination. The addition of contemporary taverns from other locations could
reveal whether or not the trends seen in colonial Williamsburg extended to other
parts of America. Additionally, a study of the faunal remains found during
excavations of the above studied taverns would provide insight regarding the
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ways in which gentlemen used food to distinguish themselves. Unfortunately, as
W etherburn’s Tavern was excavated in 1965-66 the faunal remains are
unavailable. A study of the faunal remains recovered from the excavation of Lots
25 and 26 could compare the food served by Marot to the food served by
Shields. This comparison could bolster the argument that Shields did not
maintain the high status of the tavern on Lots 25 and 26 once he began
operating it.
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A p p e n d ix A: In v e n to rie s

Table 1:
Jean Marot’s Inventory
Recorded in 1717 by Benjamin Weldon, James Hubard, and Henry Cary
Jr.
Source: Brewer 2005
“Inventory of the Estate of John Marott deed, as followeth Vizt.
To 1 bed & furniture £ 6 . _.___
1 Do 6.__.__
7 Cane Chairs
1.3.__
1 Chest a Table & Some Duck 1.___.__
1 pr. hand Irons
__.5.__
2 Cattail beds & 1 feather Do
5.10.__
2 feather beds & furniture 13.__.__
1 Table Chairs & broom__ __ .8._
To Sundry goods in the Cuddy 5.10.__
1 feather bed & furniture 7.___ ._
8 pr. W inder Curtains
2.___ ._
1 Trussel bed & furniture 3.___ ._
1614 Ells holland
4.__ .__
1 bed Cord __.1.6
1 bread basket
__.1.6
161/2 lb. Worsted
1.10.__
2 Chests
__.12.6
5 leather Chairs
__ .12.6
314 Ells of Sheeting Canvass
__ . 7.6
1 Looking Glass
2 . __ .__
2 Tables
_ .1 7 .6
1 press & Severall things in it
4.15.__
18 lb. of double-Refined Sugar 1. 7.__
51 lb. of white powder Do 2.___ ._
1 pr. hand Irons
1.__ .__
3 pictures
__.5.__
1 bell __ .3.6
2 Sugar Potts
__2.6
1 box Iron & heaters_____ ___.3._
1 Table & Chestk 1.2.6
4 Tables
5.10.
1 Napkin press
1. 5.__
14 leather Chairs 3.10.__
1 large looking Glass
2.10._
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A parcell of Earthen Ware __.12.__
1 pr. hand Irons
__.16.8
1 fire Shovell & Tongs____ __ .2._
1 Mugg & Pictures __.7.__
1 bed & furniture
3.10.__
2 Gunns
__.15.
1 Spinning Wheel
.10.
1 Table
__.8.
1 {Sertorn ?} _ _ .1 5 ._
1 Table & wood horse____ __ .3._
4 Chairs
1 .4 .
2 beds furniture & Trussel 4 .1 0 .__.
a parcell of Cotton __.6.__
1 Sett Curtains & Vallens & box__3.__ ._
1 old Duro & box
1.11.__
1 Dagger___ ___ .5 .__
To Sundry things in a Duro 1.10.__
1 Watch
4. .
1 Jappanned Chest of Drawers Table bed looking Glass & Chairs
1 bed & furniture
8 . __ .__
1 Trussell
__ .7.6
2 Tables
2 ._ ._
1 pr. hand Irons Shovel & Tongs
.15. .
A parcell of Earthen Ware
.12
Glasses & China Cupps
. 7.6
4 Ells of Virga. Cotton____ 3.__ .__
2 ps. of Cherry Derrys____ 2.10.__
3 ps. of Callico
2.12.6
1 press bed 1.10.__
1 dozn. of new_Cane Stools
1.10.__
2 old Chairs __ .1.3
18 bed & furniture 7. .
4 Chairs
_ _ -1 6 ._
2 Mopps
__ .3.__
1 Table
_ .5 ._
1 brush
__ .1.6
1 black Walnut Table
. 18.
1 Couch bed 1. 2.__
1 bed 1. 5.__
2 pr. blanketts
2. 4.__
1 bed 2.
1 Rugg
1. .
1 bed 4 . __.__
1 bed & bed stead 4.10.__
1 bed & furniture
6 . __ .__
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1 Chest of Draws
4 . __.__
1 dressing Glass
__ .7.6
2 Tables
2.10.__
1 Carpet
1.__.__
6 Cane Chairs
1.10.__
1 Couch and Squob 1. 5.__
1 Tea Table & Furniture
1.15.__
1 pr. Money S c a le s .17.6
_. 2.
1 Trunk
1 pr. Doggs Fire Shovell & T o n g s .15.__
To Sundry Goods in the Closet
11 .4.__
1 Desk and Severall things in it 2.10.__
To D o .
9.__
To Do ,3.
1 bed & furniture
0.__.__
3 Trunks
1.10.__
1 Chest of Draws
1.__.__
7 pr. Ozna. Sheets
2. 3.9
2 Chests & Boxes __ .15._
4 Chairs
_. 7.
1 Cotton hammock___ 17.6
a parcell of new Goods
3. 5.6
53 pillowbers 1.13.1 1/2
Towells
1 .2 .__
To D o .11.2
Table Cloths & Napkins
37 .3.6
Sheets
23. 3.__
1 pr. Tongs & bellows
__.3.6
256 Ounces of Plate 5/6 70. 8.__
1 fire Shovell & Tongs
__. 4.__
1 looking Glass & basket __.11.6
4 Oz. burnt Silver __ .16._
1 pipe of Sower Wine
5.__.__
52 Gallons of Madera Wine
7.__.__
22 bottles of Canary3.2.__
3 hhds. of Cyder
3.__.__
4/4 doz. of Red Port4.10.__
3 Doz. & 10 bottles of Sower Wine
1.
13 qts. of Rennish 1.19.__
21/2 D oz . & 1 pt. Do 4 . 11.6
6 doz. & 4 bottles Rennish 5.14.__
3 doz. & 7 bottles of Red Port
3.15.__
1 doz. & 8 Do
1.13.4
4 doz. & 2 Do
4. 3.4
4 doz. & 4 Do
4. 6.8
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3 doz. & 2 bottles of White Lisbon 3. 2.4
8 doz. of Red Port 8.__.__
4 doz. & 2 bottles of brandy
1.17.6
12 Pottles Bottles of french Do 3.__ .__
To Capt. Posfords Accot 11.8.4
6 V2 Doz. Madera Wine
4.__._
3 Doz. of White Lisbon
3.__._
25 Gallons of French Brandy
10.___ ._
6 Doz. & 3 bottles of English beer 2.15.__
4 Doz. of Bristoll Beer
__.12.__
5 Gallons of Anniseed W ater
1. .
To Sundry Liquors & bottles
__.19.__
1 box & 2 funnells __. 3.6
Corks & Molasses 2.18.__
Sugar & pipes
3. 5.__
1 pott of Tammarins & 1 h a m m e r__ .2.6
2 Casks
__.4.__
Pipes __.5.__
8 doz. of Wine
3.__.__
3 Cart hoops_.6.__
3 Skins
__.9.__
1 Spade
__.2.6
Currants Reasons & Lumber
5. .
1 Mopp
1.6
1 ps. of Iron .1.
3 Casks
__.15.__
To Sundry Goods 2.__.__
Bottles
__.5.6
A runlet of honey
__.10.__
A Basket of Pipes __.5.__
1 Case
__.5.__
I Do __.2.__
3 Runletts
__.4.__
I I Bottles of Lisbon_.18.__
1 punch Bowl
__.1.6
4 doz. of Candle Moles____4.__.__
H e m p .3.__
3 Runletts
__.4.__
3 Gross Pipes
__.6.__
5 Gallons Pickel
__.5.__
1 Box of {Rafles?} __.18.__
15 Pickle Bottles
__.6.3
1 Raskin Do __.4.__
3 J u g g s o fO y le
__.10.__
4 Stone Juggs
__.2.__
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1 {Raskin?} Bottle __.4.__
4 Stone Juggs
.12.__
2 pr. {Farriers?} & 1 bottle Crane __ .4.
2 Iron Potts __.17.6
4 Narrow hoes
__.5.__
1 Sett of Iron Wedges
__.5.__
2 beds
__.15.__
1 P a il .8.__
Old Iron
__.1.__
1 Negro man named Toney
4 0 ._
1 Mare & Colt
2.__ .__
1 G rindstone .1.6
8 Head of Cattle
11. 5.__
hoggs at the Quarter
1 .2 .__
1 Close stool 1 bed pan & 4 plates
2 Oz. of Plate
__9.__
Bottles
8.10.__
1 Copper
6. 8.3
3 doz. of drinking G la s s e s . 15.__
1 Cart 4 horses & harness 1 7 .__.__
1 Grey Colt 2 . __ .__
1 Small Grey horse 3.10.__
2 Coach horses
1 2 .__ .__
Mrs. Marrotts Riding horse 6.__.__
1 Grey Mare & Colt 1.10.__
1 Young black horse
1.10.__
1 Young Mare & Colt
3 .1 0 .__
1 Saddle
__.10.__
Coach Harness
4.__ .__
10 Sheep
3 . __ .__
Coach 1 4 .__.__
1 New Saddle & bridle
2.10._
1 Saddle Pistoll & Sword 1. 5.
1 Warming pan
.10.
1 Table
_ . 7.6
2 Stills21.11.__
1 Trevett
__.10.__
Lumber
__. 5.__
1 Iron Pot
__.13.4
13 Bushells of Salt 20d
1.1.8
2 Brass Kettles
2.10.__
To Sundrys in the Milk house
3 .9 .
Lumber in the yard
.10.
To Sundry Goods in the Billiard Room
1 New Brass Kettle 5.11.8

100 lb. of old Pewter 8d
3 .6 .8
8 doz. of Plates 12/ 4.16.__
192 lb. of new Pewter 10d 8.__.__
1 J a c k l. .__
3 Skillets qty. 34 lb 2. 2.6
3 Do. brass 1. 5.__
3 Copper potts
__.10.__
3 Copper potts
__.10.__
1 brass Sauce pan __. 4.__
109 lb. of new brass5. 9.__
41 of old Do 1.__ .6
1 Tea Kettle & Trevett
__.12.6
1 pestle mortar & Chafing dish
1. .
8 lb. Brass
.8.
1 marble Mortar
1.__.__
2 Grid Irons & other Irons __.8.__
3 pr. Candlesticks & Snuffers
1. 2.6
4 pr. old Candlesticks
__.10.__
2 Doz. knives & forks
1.10._
1 doz. Small patty pans
__ .3._
3 brass Candlesticks
__.2.6
5 Spitts
__.17.6
The Iron-work in the Kitchen Chimney
3.
4 pr. pott hooks
_.4.
2 Iron Potts with {C C 1Va?}
__ .8.3
3 Ladles & Scuers __.8.__
1 Iron Kettle 21 lb __.7.__
1 Turn Dish & Turn Plate __.7.6
1 Choppin knife
__.4.__
3 frying pa n s .3.__
To Sundry Goods Kitchen Shed 1.8.__
To Do 1. 7.6
Knives & forks Old
.3 .
Su & her four Children
85.__.__
Mary 25. .
Jenny 35.__.__
Billy 15. .
Nan 5.__.__
Tom Brumfield
6. .
Joseph Wattle
3. .
£ 903. 6.1
3 Hoggs in Town

1.5.

£ 9 0 4 .1 1 .
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IN OBEDIENCE to Two Orders of York Court bearing DAte December 16th and
Janry. 2d. 1717/18. Wee the Subscribers having met at the House of John Marott
in Williamsburgh deed. & being first sworn have appraised the Estate of John
Marott deed, which was brought before us by Mrs. Ann Marott Execrx. January
29th 1717/18.
[signed]
Benjn. Weldon
James Hubard
Henry Cary Junr.
Anne A. Marott Ann Sullivant Execrx. of the Estate of John Marott deed,
presented an Inventory & appraisement of the sd. Estate in Court which is
admitted to Record.
Test. Phi: Lightfoot Cl. Cur. A further Inventory of the Estate of John Marot deed.
28 oz. Plate
1 Cross cutt Saw
Some paving Stones as they are appraised.
Ann Sullivant At a Court held for York County Deer. 15th 1718.”

Table 2:
James Shields’ Inventory
Recorded in January 1750
Source: Brewer 2005
“An Inventory of the Estate of James Shields deceased.
IN THE PARLOUR
2 Oval Tables 1 Square Do 8 Leather Chairs I Chest of Draws 1 Looking Glass 1
Corner Cupboard & 5 old Pictures
IN THE HALL
2 Looking Glasses 20 Pictures 1 Corner Cupboard 4 China Chocolate Cups 6
earthen Tea Cups 1 Glass Bowl 3 China Do 1 Pottle Decanter 1 Desk and Book
Case 15 Leather Chairs 3 Oval Tables 2 Square Do 2 Backgammon Tables 1
Tea Chest 1 Dozen Silver handle Knives &c 9 Silver Table Spoons & Case 11
Silver handle Knives & 12 Forks 1 Case for Do 1 dozen Ivory handle Knives &
31/2 dozen China Plates 1 Basket for Do 2 French Servers I Clock 3 Pint Silver
Cans 1 Pottle Silver Tankard 4 Silver Salts 2 Silver Butter Boats 1 Silver Soop
Spoon I Silver Punch Ladle 1 French Sugar Castor 4 Brass Candlesticks 3
Waiters 2 Chaffmg Dishes I Pottle Stone Mugg 28 Wine Glasses I Plate Basket
22 Books 8 pair Scissors 1 Load Stone 1 Flesh Brush 1 pair Money Scales &c 1
pair Dogs I pair Tongs and Shovel
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UPSTAIRS
1 Plate W armer I Pewter Cistern I Case of Surveyors Instruments 1 Mans Saddle
&c 1 Iron Mill A parcel old Iron 14 New leather Chairs 4 Sickles 2 Setts Chair
Harness 1 Bucket 1 Cloaths Brush
IN THE LOW ER ROOM
1 Looking Glass 2 Beds and furniture 2 Pictures 2 small Tables 5 Chairs 1 old
Iron Dog and 2 Stone Chamber Pots
UPSTAIRS
1 Looking Glass 2 Beds and furniture 2 Chamber Pots 1 small Table 1 Cane
Chair
IN THE SHED
1 Chest 6 Brass Candlesticks 3 Iron Do 1 pair Stilyards 2 pr flatt Irons 1 pair Iron
Dogs 1 corner Cupboard 12 China Saucers 6 Cups & 9 Books
IN THE BARR
4 Empty Carboys 1 Case and Bottles 1 Square Table 1 old Fiddle I old Hautboy 1
Tin funnel 1 old Gun Lock 1 old Quart Pot 1 Copper Cann 2 large Butter pots 1
Bird Cage 1 pair large Money Scales
IN THE GARDEN ROOM
1 large Looking Glass 2 old Pictures 8 Rush Chairs 1 large Table 2 Beds and
furniture 3 pair Window Curtains 1 pair Iron Dogs
IN THE C HA M B ER & KITCHEN
2 Beds and furniture 2 Tables 1 Brass Candlestick 1 old Trunk 1 pair Dogs 2
Quart Decanters 7 pair Snuffers 5 Glass Salts 1 Wine Glass 1 pair old Money
Scales 1 pair large brass Scales One Chafing Dish 4 Chairs 3 Earthen Bowles 2
Coffee Pots I Chocolate Pot 1 Pewter Bason 1 Turene 1 Tin dish Cover 24
Pewter Dishes 1 dozen Deep Plates 4-. dozen flatt Do 3 Earthen Dishes 1 Tea
Kettle 1 Trivet 2 Box Irons &c 1 Grater 1 Silver Punch Strainer 1 Silver Punch
Spoon 2 Sugar Boxes 1 Tea Board a parcel China 5 Silver tea Spoons 1 Marble
Mortar &c 1 Bell Metal Mortar & Dutch Oven 2 Dozen Candle Moulds 2 Stewpans
and Stoppers 3 Iron Pots 1 Bell Metal Skillet 1 large Copper - 1 Brass Kettle 1
Jack 1 Coffee Mill I Silver Watch 2 Iron Spits I pair Dogs 4 Pails 4 Tubs 2 large
Butter Pots 2 frying Pans 1 fish Kettle 3 Potracks 1 Grid Iron 1 Dripping Pan 2 old
Pewter Dishes 7 old Ivory handle Knives &c 1 Warming Pan 2 old Square Tables
3 Butter pots
UPSTAIRS
6 Beds and furniture 1 Square Table 1 Looking Glass 1 Chair 2 Rush Chairs 1
Elbow Chair 2 Trunks and 1 Screen
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IN THE CLOSET
1 old Cupboard 1 large Jugg 1 pair Lime Squeezers 1 pint 1 k -pint and 1 Gill Pot
1 Gallon Pot 2 pair New Shoes 1 Chair 8 Potting Pots 1 Beer Cask 1 Brass Cock
IN THE CELLAR &C
41 Rennish 6 Brass Cocks 1 Powdering Tub 2 old Pewter Dishes 11 Table
Cloths 32 Napkins 2 dozen Towels 11 pair Sheets 12 Pillowbeers 3 pr Window
Curtains 4 Milk Pans 1 Billiard Table and Balls 1 New Cloth for Do 3 half pint
Decanters & 1 pint Do 69 Wine Glasses 82 Jelly Do 6 Sweet Meat Do 29
Sullibub Do 17 Earthen.Dishes 3 China Do 3 China Butter Plates 22 Pye Moulds
1 Wood Tea Board 11 Quires Paper Parcel old Brass 1 Box Pipes 6 Glass
Servers 2 new Narrow Hoes 1 New Spade 10 Groce Quart Bottles 3 Jars 1
Waggon 1 Cart 2 Chairs 1 Wheel Barrow and 8 Horses
AT THE QUARTER
45 Head of old Cattle 13 Yearlings and 5 Calves 10 Head of Hogs A parcel of
Carpenters tools 1 Bed & furniture 6 Dishes 1 Iron Pot 2 Mares and 2 Colts 1
Whip Saw 1 Cross cut Do I Gun I Wheat Sifter 5 Milk Pans 1 Grindstone a parcel
of Coopers Tools 1 Case & 11 Bottles for Do 25 Negroes A Parcel of Corn
Tobacco and Pease

ANN SHIELDS Exr
Returned into York County Court the 21st day of January 1750[/51] and ordered
to be recorded. Teste
Thomas Everard Cl. Cur.”

Table 3:
Henry W etherbun’s Inventory
Recorded December 19, 1760 in York County
Source: Brewer 2005

“IN THE BULL HEAD ROOM

1 Doz. Mahogany chairs,

£ 9.. 0.. 0

1 Mahogany Tea Table

0. .15 .. 0

1 Round D°.

1. . 6. . 0

1 Walnut Oval Table

1. . 6. . 0

1 Larger D°

2. . 0. . 0
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Desk and-Book case with glass Door 4.. 0.. 0
Eight day clock

8.. 0.. 0

Pier glass

5.. 0.. 0

chimney D°

4.. 0.. 0

pr Dogs and Bellows

0..15.. 0

8 Prints

0..16.. 0

pr. Pistols

1 ..6 ..0

N THE MIDDLE [ROOM]

1 Doz walnut chairs

9. . 0.. 0

1 Old Card Table

0. .10. . 0

2 Large Square Tab[les]

1. .10. . 0

1 Large Black wal[nut -- ] 4. . 0.. 0
1 Pier Glass

1. . 6.. 0

1 chimney [torn]

3. . 0.. 0

8 Large Prints

0. 8.. 0

1 [torn]

8. 0.. 0

2 European [torn]

0. 6.. 0

1 pr Dogs and [torn]

0. 7.. 6

IN THE C HA M B ER

1 Bed & Bolster Bedstead Cord Hide 2 Blankets & Counterpin 4. . 0.. 0
1 D° Bolster Blankets Hide Cord & Bedstead Quilt

3. .15. . 0

6 Leather Bottom Chairs

2. . 2.. 0

1 pr Dogs

0. . 5.. 0

1 pier Glass

2. .10. . 0

1 Desk and Book case

1. .10. . 0

1 Old Press

0. .10. . 6

1 pr Backgammon Tables

0. .12. . 0
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Bedstead and Cord

0.. 8.. 0

3 Leather Chairs

0.. 9.. 0

1 pr Doggs

0.. 2.. 6

2
IN THE ROOM O VER THE BULL HEAD

1 Bed Bedstead CordHide Bolster & Pillow 1Blanket £ 2..10.. 0
1 Bed Bolster Pillow Blanket Bedstead andCord

3.. 0.. 0

1 Easy Chair

0..10.. 0

1 [close] Stool Chair and Pan

1..10.. 0

3 Old Leather Chairs

0.. 6.. 0

1 Pr Doggs

0.. 2.. 6

PORCH CHAM BER.

1 Bed Bedstead Rug Blanket Pillow and Cord 3.. 10.. 0
2 Chairs

0.. 5.. 0

9 Chamber Pots

0..10.. 0

O VER MIDDLE ROOM

1 Bed Bedstead Bolster Pillow Counterpin 2 Blankets
Hide & Cord

5..10..
0

1 Bed Bedstead Counterpin Bolster Pillow 2 Blankets Hyde and
Cord

5..10..
0

1 Bed Bedstead Curtains Cord Hide [torn] Quilt

8.. 0.. 0

4 Chairs, 1 Oval Table

0..10..

0
1 Dressing Glass

1..16..

0
1 Fire Shovel

0.. 2.. 0

G R EA T ROOM

1 large mahog[torn]

4..10.. 0

6 small [torn]

9.. 0.. 0
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1 wal[torn]

2...10. . 0

2 [torn]

2... 5.. 0

1 [torn]

8.., 8.. 0

[torn] Mahogany Chairs

6.. 0.. 0

1 Screen

5.. 0.. 0

1 Guilt Sconce Glass

8.. 0.. 0

1 Large D°

7.. 10. . 0

1 Large Chimney D°

10i.. 0 .. 0

10 [torn]aps

1.. 0.. 0

14 Small Prints

3.. 8.. 0

1 Pr Dogs

1.. 0.. 0

12 Gass Candlesticks

1.. 16. . 0

2 Iron D° 2 Pr Snuffers

0.. 3.. 0

--nd Snuffer Stand

0.. 3.. 0

1 Tea Kettle 2 Coffee Pots 1 Chocolate D° 1.. 15. . 0
1 Carpet

2.. 0.. 0

MR PAGES ROOM

1 Bed Bedstead Blanket Bolster Quilt Hide & Pillow

[torn],6

1 Bed Bedstead Quilt Cord 1 Blanket Bolster Hyde Pillow 5..15.. 0
1 Bed Bolster Curtains Pillow Bedstead Cord Hyde

7.. 0.. 0

1 Dressing Class and table

1 ..15.. 0

3 Chairs

0 .. 12 .. 0

[I pr. Dogs] [illegible]

0.. 5.. 0

[torn]
3
[torn]EA T ROOM.

1 Bed Bedstead Bolster Pillow 2 Blankets Cord &
Counterpin
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£ 4..10..
0

1 Bed Bedstead [torn] Bolster Pillow & 2 Blankets &
Counterpin

5.. 10.. 0

3 Chairs, 1 Table

0..17..0

END ROOM

1 Bed Bedstead Bol[ster] [b]lankets and Quilt

4..10.. 0

1 Bed Bedstead [torn-]

3.. 10.. 0

Quilt

3 Chairs

0..12.. 6

THE SH[torn]

1 Bed Bedst[ead] [torn]

6.. 0..
0

1 Bed [torn]
3 chairs
1 Tab[torn]
1 Glass

0.. 5..
0

1 Bed and Bolster

1..16..
0

1 Bed Bolster Pillow Counterpin 2 Blankets Curtains &
Sacking Bedstead

7..10..
0

4 Chairs 1 Table

1.. 5..
0

1 Shovel and Tongs

0.. 5..
0

GLASS W ARE

8 Wine Decanters

1.. 0.. 0

19 Syllabub Glasses

0..12..0

62 Geliy D°

1..10..0

14 Sweetmeat Glasses and Pans

0..17.. 0

21 Wine and Cyder D°

0..12.. 0
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9 Glass Salvers

3.. 0.. 0

1 Glass Bowl and Ladle

1.. 0.. 0

2 Candle Glasses

0..15..0

5 Blue and White China Bowls

1..15..0

2 Red and White D°

0..15.. 0

2 Japan Mugs

0.. 7.. 6

1 Set white flowered China )
1 Tea Pot and Stand 1 Slop Bason Sugar Dish )
Tea Cannister 7 Cups 8 Saucers Spoon and )
Tong stands 6 Coffee Potts and 1 Plate )

1.. 6.. 0

6 Enameled cups and Saucers 1Cup and 4 Saucers D° 0..15.. 0
5 Red and White Cups and 4 Saucers

0.. 5.. 0

12 Custard Cups

0.. 6.. 0

A Parcel of Odd China

0..17..6

10 White Stone Patty Pans and [torn]Tart Pans

0.. 5.. 0

A parcel of Stone ware 2 [torn] & a Possett Can

0.. 3.. 9

3 Small 10 large [torn] Shells

1.. 6.. 0

9 Square Blue [torn]

0.. 9.. 0

15 Round [torn]

1 ..0 ..0

8 Red [torn]

0..12.. 0

4 [torn]

1 ..5 ..0

[torn]

0.. 2.. 0

[torn]

0..12..6

[torn]

1 ..15.. 0

4
IN THE YARD AND STABLE

17 [S]heep at 7/

£5..19.. 0
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4 Cows

11.. 0 .. 0

1 gray Mare

5.. 0.. 0

1 Black Horse

1 .. 10 .. 0

1 Sorrel D°

1.. 10 .. 0

1 Gray D°

4.. 0.. 0

1 Bay D°

1.. 0 .. 0

2 Chair D°

20 .. 0 .. 0

1 Chair and Harness

10 .. 0 .. 0

1 pr Wheels

2 .. 10 .. 0

1 Waggon and Harness

10 .. 0 .. 0

LINNEN

15 [pr] sheets at 22/

16..10.. 0

2 pr old D°

1.. 10 .. 0

6 pr fine D°

9.. 0.. 0

28 napkins a 2/6

3.. 7.. 6

17 Towels 8/6 19 Pillow Cases 31/ 1..19.. 6
3 large Damask Table Cloths

5.. 5.. 0

2 Small D°

2 .. 10 .. 0

1 Large old D°

1 .. 0 .. 0

2 D° 30/1 D° 15 /4 D° 32/

3..17.. 0

1 New D°

1.. 10 .. 0

1 Old D°

0 .. 8 .. 0

2 [torn] and 1 Damask D°

0 .. 10 .. 0

SILVER

O zd . n.
1 Tea Kettle 130 3/4 a 7 /6

49..0..7 1/2

1 Tea Pot 25 10 a 8/

10..4.. 0

1 Milk Pot II 19 a 7/6

4.. 9.. 7 1/2

1 Tea Pot 16 5 a 8/

6.. 10.. 0

1 Coffee Pot 32 a 8/

12 ..16

2 Salvers, 2 Stands [torn] 39 5 a 6/8

13 .. 1. . 8

4 Salts 8 10 a 7/6

3.. 3.. 9

4 Candlesticks 30 a 6/8

13 .. 0 .. 0

1 Quart Can 10 a 6/8

6.. 16.. 8

1 Quart T[ankard] [torn] a 8/

11 . . 2 .. 0

1 Pottle Q [torn] a 6/8

11 . . 2 . . 8

1 D° [torn]

12 ..14 ..4

1 Quart C[an] [torn]

6.. 16.. 8

1 Silver [torn]

11 .. 3

1 D°

8.. 4

16 Table 1 so[op]

6.. 9

11 Desert D° Spoons 12 8 a 7/6

4.. 13.. 0

19 Tea Spoons & Sugar Tongs 7 10 a 7/

2.. 12.. 6

1 Butter Boat 10 3 a 7/

3.. 1.. 6

1 Pepper Box and Punch Strainer 5 a 6/

1.. 10.. 0

2 Punch Ladles Saucepan

1.. 15.. 0

1 Saucepan 20 4

7.. 7.. 0

0

5
10 Silver Hand Knives and 11 Forks with a Case £ 1..14.. 0
1 Silver Hilted Sword

1.. 6.. 0

IN THE KITCHEN

11 Black handle Knives, 12 Forks with Case

1 ..10.. 0

23 Buck Knives & 20 Forks, 1 Carving Knife and Fork

1.. 6.. 0

1 Set Castors

0..12..6
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1 Set D°

0 ..4 ..0

24 Tin Patty Pans

0.. 2.. 6

2 Cheese Toasters,1 knife Baskett, 1 Funnel, 2 Tobacco Sieves 0.. 5.. 0
1 pr Stilyards

0..12.. 6

1 pr Brass Scales and weights

0.. 5.. 0

2 pr money Scales

0..10.. 0

1 Marble Mortar

1.. 0.. 0

1 Bell Mettle Skillet

4.. 0.. 0

3 Stew Pans

1.. 2.. 6

1 round Dripping Pan

0..18.. 0

1 Square D°

1.. 6.. 0

1 Iron D°

0.. 5.. 0

2 frying Pans

0.. 7.. 6

2 Grid Irons

0.. 8.. 0

1 large Stew Pan

0..15..0

1 large Dutch Oven

5.. 0.. 0

1 Fish Kettle

3..10.. 0

1 Copper Boiler

2..10.. 0

1 Small D°

0..18..0

1 Copper Saucepan and [torn]

1.. 0.. 0

1 large Copper Tea

[kettle]

2.. 0.. 0

1 Flesh Fork, Skimmer [torn]

0.. 3.. 0

2 Iron Potts and [torn]

0..17.. 6

6 Spitts

1..10.. 0

1 Chafing [torn]

0.. 2.. 6

1 large [torn]

6.. 0.. 0

69 [torn]

3.. 9.. 0
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6 [torn]

0..18.. 0

107 [torn] Pewter Dishes, 2 Basons and 30 Dishes

5.. 7.. 0

7 Earthen Milk Pans

0 .. 2 .. 6

1 Spit Jack and chains

3..10.. 0

1 spit Rack & Dog

1 .. 0 .. 0

4 Pot-Racks

1 .. 8 .. 0

1 Shovel and [torn]

0 .. 6.. 0

1 small Copper Kettle

1 .. 0 .. 0

1 Chopping Knive Cleaver and 8 scures

0.. 6.. 4

1 Bell

0.. 5.. 0

1 cloaths Horse

0 .. 10 .. 0

32 Candle Moulds and frames

2.. 5.. 0

2 Soap Jarrs

0 .. 12 .. 0

3 Spinning Wheels

1.. 3.. 0

1 a[?] Hoe

0..4.. 6

A parcel of Old Copper

0.. 7.. 6

1 Warming Pan, Lanthorn and Meat hooks

0..16.. 0

3 Tubs, 3 Pails

0 .. 12 .. 6

2 Kitchen Tables

0.. 5.. 0

6
LIQUOR.

4 Gallons Arrack

£ 4 ..0 ..0

17 Doz & 4 Bottles of Beer a 9/ Doz.

7.. 16.. 0

18 Bottles Port

2.. 5.. 0

Part of Pipe Madeira Wine

20.. 0..0

1 [torn] Claret

4.. 10.. 0

[torn] Doz. and 4 Bottled D° a 21 Bottle

17.. 4.. 0
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9 Doz and 10 Porter a % Doz.

1..12..9

3 Doz and 8 Beer a 6/. Doz

1.. 2.. 0

43 1/2 Gallon[s] Rum a 4/6

9..15.. 9

3 Gallons Cordial

1..10..0

AT MILL SW AM P

27 Head Cattle 9 [torn]

37.. 0.. 0

2 Old Chaise 1 Tab [torn] 0..10.. 0
1 Old Copper [torn]

1.. 0.. 0

7 Milk Pan [torn]

0.. 5.. 0

9 Hoes 2 [torn]

1.. 1.. 0

1 Sorrel [torn]

1..10..0

1 Black [torn]

1..10..0

2 [torn]

1 ..0 ..0

1 Fodder [torn]

[?]10.. 0

6000 Bun[dies] [torn]

[?]

49 Barrells

[?]12.. 0

NEGROES

Cesar

70.. 0.. 0

Belinda

40.. 0.. 0

Billy

35.. 0.. 0

Gabriel

25.. 0.. 0

Sarah

45.. 0.. 0

Sylvia

50.. 0.. 0

Sarah

40.. 0.. 0

Rachael

25.. 0.. 0

Tom

20.. 0.. 0

Phillis

8.. 0.. 0
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Judy Clarissa's Child

7.. 0.. 0

Clarissa £45 given by will 45.. 0.. 0
£410.. 0.. 0
Cash in the House

91..17 ..6”

Table 4.
Comparison of Inventories of Marot’s Tavern and Shields’ Tavern, as Recorded
by Patricia Gibbs (Gibbs 1986:5)

Bedsteads
Chairs
Tables

Andirons (iron dogs)

Inventory of M arot’s
Tavern

Inventory of S hields’
Tavern

13
50, 1 couch, plus 12
stools
Although billiard room is
referenced in inventory,
no billiard table is present

14
60

5 pair, plus iron work in
kitchen chimney

2 backgammon tables, 1
billiard table
5 pair plus 1 old iron dog

Table 5.
Presence and Absence of Items of Distinction in W etherburn’s Tavern and
Shields’ Tavern
W etherburn’s Tavern

S hields’Tavern

None

Liquors

12 chairs, 1 table,
indeterminate number of
chairs in The Great
Room
A whole section of liquor

Prints

30

None

Silver

51

52

M ahogany furnishings

79

Only one mention of
Liquor

A p p e n d ix B: D o c u m e n ta ry Data

Table 1:
Virginia Gazette Advertisements for Open Taverns

Date/Tavern
m entioned

Activity
m entioned

People
m entioned or
alluded to

How tavern is
described

1738/ N/A

Mrs. Sullivane's
house is now a
tavern. Open for
lodging

John Taylor (the
tavern-keeper)

Extraordinary
pasturage and
stabling

1745/ N/A

A liquor license
has been
obtained. Open
for lodging

N/A

Private or public
lodgings, good
pasture, good
lodging

1745/ N/A

Open for lodging

William Wyatt,
"gentlemen," and
all others

N/A

1755/ Raleigh

Open for lodging

George Gilmer
(subscriber)

Pasture grounds
and improvements

1766/
Chowning’s

Open for lodging

N/A

"best entertainment"
"good pasturage"

1767/N/A

License taken
out. Open for
lodging

N/A

Good liquor, will
cater to those who
have favorite kinds
of liquor

1767/Raleigh

New owner.
Open for lodging

Mr. Anthony Hay
(former owner)
Bucktrout (new
owner)

N/A
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1767/The
Coffeehouse

Open for lodging

1767/ Tavern at
Aylett’s

Open for lodging

1768/N/A

Open for lodging

Grissel Hay
(owner), open to
let 12 men

Stables and
provisions for
horses

1770/Red Lion

Open for lodging

W alter Lenox

Best usage for
lodgers and horses

1771/Raleigh

Open for lodging

N/A

Satisfaction
guaranteed, no cost
will be spared

1771/N/A

Open for lodging

Cuthbert Hubart
(subscriber)

Shaving and hair
dressing provided

1771/N/A

Open for lodging
during the
General Court

N/A

N/A

1771/Christiana
Campbell’s

Open for lodging

"Gentlemen" who
formerly lodged
with Campbell

Genteel
accommodations
and best
entertainment

1772/Brick
House Tavern

Open for lodging

Richard Davis

N/A

Owner, Richard
Charlton.
"Gentlemen,
travelers, and
other"
Adam Bird
(tavern-keeper)
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"Best entertainment
and other
accommodations"

Best entertainment,
fire places,
comfortable rooms,
best liquors, M. Bird
has experience in
housekeeping

1772/The King’s
Arms

Open for lodging

"Gentlemen"

N/A

1773/ N/A

Open for lodging

Cuthbert Hubart
(subscriber who
opened tavern)

Stables for horses,
rooms for 10-12
men

1773/Brick
House Tavern

Open for lodging

Mr. Richard
Davis (owner),
"Gentlemen"

"the best of
Liqours", good
stables and
pasturage

Table 2:
Advertisements Published in the Virginia Gazette Relating to Events Held in
Taverns.

Date/Tavern
Mentioned

A ctivity m entioned

Peopled
m entioned or
alluded to

Fees or costs?

1751/Shields’

Tavern for sale

“Enquire of Henry
W etherburn”

N/A

1752/
W etherburn’s

Recurring Ball

General
Assembly

Half a pistole

1752/
W etherburn’s

Committee Meeting

Ohio Company

N/A

1755/Raleigh

"Microcosm or the
world in miniature"

“Ought to be
seen by all
degrees of
people”

5 shillings for a
public viewing, 7
shillings for a
private viewing
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1 7 6 6 /Mr.
Pullett’s

Evening to honor the
king's birthday

“The principle
Gentlemen of the
city”

N/A

1767/Raleigh

"Lecture upon
Heads", to be
performed in the
"Great Room"

Mr. William
Verling,
performer

N/A

1771/Raleigh

Slave auction

“Nineteen
Negroes...”

1 7 7 1 /Mr. Robert
Anderson’s
(formerly
W etherburn’s)
1771/Raleigh

Margarrt MunterMillinery shop by
tavern

N/A

Credit will be
allowed for all
sums above five
pounds
N/A

The Governor
entertained by the
"gentlemen of our
corporation"

Gentlemen, and
the Governor

N/A

1 7 7 3 /Mr. Robert
Anderson’s
(formerly
. W etherburn’s)

A tract of land in
York County will be
sold in front of the
tavern

N/A

Ready money,
security will be
given to
purchaser

1773/ Mrs.
Campbell and
Raleigh

A house being sold
near Campbell's
Tavern, sale on
Raleigh's porch

Benjamin Wallerbond and
security will be
given to him

Highest bidder on
six months credit

1774/ Raleigh

Virginian born
slaves sold in front
of Raleigh

N/A

N/A

1 7 7 4 /Mr. Robert
Anderson’s
(formerly
W etherburn’s)
1777/Raleigh

Advertisement for
watchmakers

Robert BryceW atchmaker

N/A

Furniture for sale

Ms. Prisaille,
deceased women

Ready money
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Table 3:
The Changes in Credit Laws During the 18th Century
Date

Law

1705

Liquor can be bought on 300 pounds of tobacco credit

1734

Credit limit on which liquor can be bought is reduced to 20 shillings

1762

Credit limit in taverns made less harsh; sailors are still not allowed to buy
on credit

1774

Credit limit in taverns is removed

Table 4:
The Changes in Laws Relating to Gambling During the 18th Century
Date

Law

1705

Gambling is illegal in taverns

1740

10 pound fine on innkeeper who permitted playing at any game of cards
or dice except backgammon; gaming debts are void

1744

Extension of games that are legal to play, fine is only 5 pounds now,
money gained through gambling is void

1748

Players are now fined as well as tavern-keepers, chess, draughts,
backgammon, billiards, and bowls are legal to play
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' The Virginia Gazette acted as one of the main sources of written news for 18th century colonists
in Williamsburg. The Gazette was the official newspaper of Virginia, and was printed in
Williamsburg, VA from 1736 to 1780 (The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 2015).
" William Byrd II was a prominent, wealthy, and witty gentlemen-planter of 18th century
Williamsburg. He was known as the founder of Richmond, Virginia. His “secret diaries”, written
from 1709-1741, highlight his everyday activities and were officially published in the 1940s
(National Humanities Center).
Shields’ and Wetherburn’s taverns were both functioning taverns, located on Duke of
Gloucester street - the same street on which The Capitol and The Governor’s Palace were
located - during the 18th century in Williamsburg (Gibbs 1968).
IVColonial Williamsburg’s Duke of Gloucester Street is broken into blocks, with each plot of land
assigned a lot number. Both Shields’ and Wetherburn’s taverns were located on Block 9 of Duke
of Gloucester Street. Block 9 was located on the south side of Duke of Gloucester Street, near
The Capitol and The Palace. Marot built and expanded his tavern on Lots 25 and 26, while
Wetherburn’s Tavern was built on Lots 20 and 21 (The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 2015).
v The Frenchman’s Map is dated to May 11, 1782. This map of Duke of Gloucester Street was
drawn by an unknown Frenchman, who was most likely stationed with Rochambeau’s army. This
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map is cherished by those interested in the past layout of Williamsburg, due to its detail
(Lombardi 2007).
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